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out independently from the energy spectrum studies, although there were several studies of

the energy dependencies of anisotropies. We emphasize here that the energy spectrum, the

number of cosmic ray particles per time in a unit area from a given direction in a given

energy range is, by definition, a function of the direction. The measurement of the full-sky

energy spectrum by the future Auger and TA will make a crucial contribution to identifying

the sources of ultra- high energy cosmic rays.

Fig. 19 Energy spectra measured by IceCube [75], Yakutsk [76], KASCADE-Grande [77],

HiRes I and HiRes II [78], Telescope Array [28] and Auger [29].

We conclude this review with a compilation of recent experimental data on the energy

spectrum presented in Fig. 19.
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TA/Auger Spectrum Working Group Report Dmitri Ivanov

uses events with zenith angles below 45° (seen in Figure 1), while the measurement that starts at
1019 eV uses events up to 55° in zenith angle (seen in Figures 3, and 5). The Auger and TA SD
energy spectra are shown in the left panel of Figure 1, multiplied by energy cubed to emphasize the
changes in the power law. Both Auger and TA clearly see the ankle and the suppression. Evidently,
there is an overall energy scale difference between the two measurements, as well as (possibly)
energy-dependent differences: if fitted to a broken power law shape, the Auger second break point
occurs at 1019.62±0.02 eV, while the corresponding break in TA is seen at 1019.78±0.06 eV, a factor
of 1.4 ± 0.2 higher.
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Figure 1: Energy spectrum measurements by the Auger [8] and TA [9] surface detectors. Left:
Using energy scales of Auger and TA. Right: TA energy scale is reduced by 5.2% while Auger
energy scale is increased by 5.2%.

As pointed out in Section 1, although the TA and Auger techniques of reconstructing SD
event energies are very similar, there do exist differences in their respective instruments and the
methods of how the final primary energies are assigned. The systematic uncertainty in the overall
energy scale is 14% for Auger and 21% for TA, while the uncertainties due to the exposure and
the unfolding of the effects of the resolution are subdominant. As the right panel of the Figure 1
shows, the Auger and TA spectra are in a good agreement in the ankle region (from 1018.4 eV to
' 1019.4 eV), when the Auger energies are increased by +5.2% and the TA energies are reduced by
5.2%. Such shifts are well within the stated uncertainties in the energy scales of both experiments.
A large difference remains above ' 1019.5 eV, in the region of the suppression.

The sources of differences in the energy scales of both experiments, as well as the exposure
and resolution unfolding calculations, have been cross-checked in the UHECR-2014 meeting. In
the WG report of UHECR-2016, and in this work, we focus on the remaining difference in the
region of the high energy suppression. To determine whether this difference is an instrumental or
an astrophysical effect, we have performed a comparison of Auger and TA spectra in the common
declination band, a range of declination values that is in the field of view of both experiments:
�15.7° < d < 24.8°. In this work, we use the Auger and TA analyses with upper limits on the
event zenith angles of 60° and 55°, respectively. Moreover, for the purposes of this comparison,
we use a new spectrum calculation technique that takes into account the details of the Auger and
TA exposure dependence on the declination [3].
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Calibration of TA FD with ELS Bokkyun Shin

PMTs in the two BRM telescopes that see the ELS beam. Q is defined as the beam charge [pC]
measured by the core monitor.

The beam measurement by the FC is destructive, so we measure the Q of an ELS run by using
the non-destructive core monitor (CM) measuring the beam current of each ELS shot. The CM is
used as a relative monitor with its absolute sensitivity calibrated by dedicated calibration runs using
the FC before each ELS run. One of the results of the FC-CM calibration run is shown in Figure 2.

The Q for the ELS simulation is obtained by making a separate MC run with the FC installed
in the beam line (and destroying the beam at the FC).

Each ELS run is composed of approximately 700 ELS shots into the air at 0.5 Hz. The intensity
of each shot is slowly changed during a run usually covering the range from 20 pC to 200 pC. The
scatter plot of SFADC and Q obtained for each shot is shown in Figure 4. The value of S is obtained
as the slope of a linear fit to the scatter plot.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of beam charge vs. FADC for one ELS data-set. The data and a fit to the data are
shown in black, and simulation results with three AFY models are shown as red, green, and blue lines.

An ELS simulation run is composed of two independent MC runs: one without the FC in the
beam line to estimate the SFADC generated from the energy deposit in the atmosphere, and another
with the FC in the beam line to estimate the Q of the same ELS beam. Each MC run is composed
of 100k electrons generated (according to the energy distribution and emittance as mentioned in
Section 2) at a point just before the first quadrupole magnet. Approximately 10k electrons peaked
near 40 MeV, and 10k photons significantly below 1 MeV, reach the end of the vertical beam line
and are injected into the air, or into the FC.

The value of SFADC and Q are summed over all the simulated events (100k electrons) and S
is calculated as the ratio of SFADC over Q. Neither the time structure nor the FADC waveform of
each MC event was simulated. We used three different air fluorescence yield (AFY) models in the
FD simulation. The details of the AFY models are described in section 5. We define a ratio R of
the measured S and the value of S expected from the simulation for comparison of data to the AFY
models as,

RAFY = SDATA/SAFY
MC (4.2)
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of the beam. The emittance (e) and Twiss parameters (a ,b ,g) are related with particle position (X)
and direction(X 0) by e = bX2�aXX 0+gX 02. The emittance and Twiss parameters were measured
by scanning the quadrupole magnets (QM) current and determining the beam size using a beam
spot screen 15 cm downsteam of the second QM. The result of the beam spread measurement is
shown in Table 1.

Axis a b [rad/m ] g [m/rad] e [m rad]
Vertical -0.265 1.320 0.811 8.076e-06

Horizontal -0.369 3.525 0.322 2.743e-06

Table 1: Emittance and Twiss parameters that characterize the ELS beam.

3. ELS Beam Detection by the TA BRM FD

The AF photons from the ELS beam are detected by two of the BRM FD telescopes. The total
field of view (FoV) of the two telescopes is 3� - 33� in elevation, and 18� in azimuth. A typical
ELS data-set was taken with about 700 ELS shots with beam charge varied from 20 pC to 160 pC,
in about 20 minutes of operation. The Figure 3 (left) is an ELS event map of the two telescopes,
and the color axis shows the integrated number of FADC counts.
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Figure 3: Left: Event map of ELS by 512 PMTs which is made accumulated over 700 ELS shots in one
run. Right: FADC waveform of the bottom center PMT. Integration of the FADC signal is performed over
the 4 µs around FADC peak (in the range of the red arrow).

4. Analysis - definition of parameters

We define a variable S as an integrated number of FADC counts normalized to the unit amount
of ELS beam charge,

S = SFADC/Q (4.1)

where SFADC [FADC counts] is obtained from the FD waveform as shown in Figure 3 (Right)
after subtracting the pedestal, integrating over the signal time range, and summing over all the 512
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V. Verzi et al., PTEP. 12A103 (2017),
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D. Ivanov et al. (Spectrum working group), ICRC 2017

the quenching cross sections (see also [51]), e↵ects that are properly accounted for in Auger

experiment. We note that the 20% di↵erence between the Kakimoto et al. and Airfly absolute

FYs is outside of the range defined by the uncertainties stated by the two measurements,

10% [36] and 3.9% [38], respectively.

Fig. 8 E↵ect of the change of the fluorescence yield (FY) in the reconstruction of the FD

events. Right: shift of TA energies when the Auger FY is used. Left: the shift of the Auger

energies when the TA FY is implemented is shown with red points and the blue points refer

to when the e↵ect of the di↵erent spectral responses of Auger and TA telescopes is taken

into account [49]. The inverse of the TA energy shift of the right figure (E(TA-FY)/E(Auger-

FY)-1) is shown with black points.

The right panel of the Figure 8 describes the e↵ect of changing the fluorescence yield model

in the reconstruction of the fluorescence detector events seen by TA [50]. If TA were to use

the FY model of Auger, the TA energy scale would be reduced by ⇠ 14%. The inverse of

this energy shift is directly comparable with the energy shift that is expected in the case of

Auger using the TA FY, as shown in the left panel of the Figure 8 using black points.

It is not surprising that the �E/E results of the TA and Auger (black and red points

in figure 8 on the left) are di↵erent. For each experiment, the spectrum of the fluorescence

photons detected by the FD is necessarily di↵erent from the one emitted at the axis of

the cosmic ray shower: the fluorescence photon spectrum is folded with the FD spectral

response, and the atmospheric transmission also dependents on the wavelength. Since the

Auger and TA FD spectral responses and atmospheric transmission conditions are generally

di↵erent, we expect larger di↵erences for the higher energy showers that are occurring farther

away from the telescopes. A better agreement between the energy shifts can be obtained by

correcting the Auger energy shift for the e↵ects due to the di↵erent spectral response. The

results of this analysis are shown in the left panel of Figure 8 [49] with blue dots, which are

now in a better agreement with the TA energy shift (black points).

Following the above studies we conclude that, despite the above mentioned inconsistency

between the Airfly [38] and Kakimoto et al. [36] absolute FYs, the di↵erence in the energy

scales of TA and Auger due to the use of a di↵erent FY model are at the level of 10 � 15%

and are roughly consistent with the estimated uncertainties presented in Sec. 3.2.
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ments are not statistically competitive. Nevertheless, they provide a
useful cross-check of the independence of the fluorescence yield to
the type of relativistic particle originating the energy deposit. In-
deed, measurements performed with these secondary beams were
consistent within their 6% statistical uncertainty with the fluores-
cence yield of Eq. (25).

The different contributions to the systematic uncertainty are
summarized in Table 6. Taking these contributions as uncorrelated,
a total systematic uncertainty of 5.8% on Y laser

337 is obtained.

8. Combined fluorescence yield measurement

The fluorescence yield measurements presented in Sections 6
and 7 – YChDiff

337 , YChMirr
337 and Y laser

337 – are found to be in good agreement
within their uncertainties. They are based on very different calibra-
tion light sources – photons from Cherenkov emission or from a
nitrogen laser – whose corresponding systematic uncertainties
are largely uncorrelated. Thus, an appropriate weighted average
of these measurements yields an improved result.

First, the measured fluorescence yields were extrapolated to a
nominal pressure of 1013 hPa and temperature of 293 K. This pro-
cedure, which used our measured p0airð337Þ ¼ 15:89 hPa [12] and
a337 ¼ $0:36 [13], shifted the measurements by less than 0.5%.
Then, a weighted average was performed, taking into account the
correlation between uncertainties. In particular, systematic uncer-
tainties associated to the integrating sphere wavelength depen-
dence, the PMT quantum efficiency, the filter transmittance, the
geometry, the laser probe calibration, and the calibration sphere
transmission were taken as uncorrelated between the Cherenkov
and the laser calibration measurements.

All fluorescence yield measurements at the FNAL Test Beam
Facility were performed with a two-component gas mixture of
nitrogen and oxygen, with a nominal nitrogen fraction of
(79 ± 1)%. In [12], the fluorescence yield of the two-component
mixture was found to be consistent at 1% level with that of a stan-
dard dry air-like three-component mixture of nitrogen ((78 ± 1)%),
oxygen and argon. Measurements with these two mixtures and
ambient air were also performed with the radioactive source setup
of Section 2.4, yielding results consistent within 1%. We thus assign
an additional 1% systematic uncertainty to Y337 due to the uncer-
tainty on the nitrogen fraction.

The fluorescence yield of the 337 nm band in standard dry air at
1013 hPa and 293 K was then found to be:

Y337 ¼ 5:61% 0:06stat % 0:22syst photons=MeV; ð26Þ

where the statistical and systematic uncertainties are quoted
separately.

Of the recent fluorescence yield experiments, only a few [6,10]
have measured the yield of the 337 nm band in air and can be di-
rectly compared with the AIRFLY measurement of Eq. (26). Most of
the experiments [5,7–9] report a fluorescence yield integrated over
the spectrum between &300 to 400 nm. To compare with these

experiments, we convert the integrated yield into a yield of the
337 nm band by using the spectrum measured by AIRFLY [12]. Re-
sults for Y337 are compared in Fig. 10. The AIRFLY measurement is
compatible with previous measurements and presents the smallest
uncertainty. It is also compatible with the detailed study by [27],
where it is argued that some of these measurements should be cor-
rected for a systematic bias in their calculation of the energy
deposit.

9. Conclusions

We have performed a precise measurement of the absolute
fluorescence yield of the 337 nm band in air relevant for UHECR
experiments. The fluorescence emission was calibrated by a known
light source – Cherenkov emission from the beam particle or a cal-
ibrated nitrogen laser – measured in the same apparatus. With this
novel experimental method, the impact of the photomultiplier
detection efficiency was minimized, reducing significantly the sys-
tematic uncertainty. Two independent calibrations provided con-
sistent results, and a total uncertainty of 4% on the absolute
fluorescence yield was achieved.

The AIRFLY measurements – the absolute yield reported here
and the pressure, temperature and humidity dependence of the
fluorescence spectrum [12,13] – provide the most comprehensive
and precise parameterization of the fluorescence yield currently
available. These measurements have direct implications for UHECR
experiments which employ Fluorescence Detectors to determine
the cosmic ray energy. For example, the absolute fluorescence yield
of the 337 nm band reported here is 11% and 30% larger than that
currently adopted by the Pierre Auger Observatory [17,37] and by
the Telescope Array [18,38], respectively. While the actual effect on
the UHECR energy spectrum also depends on the specific fluores-
cence spectrum adopted by these experiments, a downward shift
of the energy scale by at least &10% is implied by the AIRFLY result.
At the same time, the uncertainty on the energy scale associated to
the fluorescence yield, currently a major contribution [17,18], will
be reduced by a factor of about three.

In principle, the experimental methods developed by AIRFLY
could be further refined to improve the precision of the fluores-
cence yield. In particular, the 5% systematic uncertainty of the laser
energy probe – the main systematic of the pulsed laser calibration
method – may be reduced, or a continuous laser absolutely cali-
brated to 1–2% could be employed. However, the uncertainty on
the energy scale of UHECR experiments is likely to be dominated
by other contributions, including the absolute calibration of the

Table 6
Systematic uncertainties on the fluorescence yield measured with laser calibration,
Y laser

337 .

Data selection and background subtraction 1.0%
rN2 1.0%
Integrating sphere efficiency 0.9%
Geometry 0.3%
Laser probe calibration 5.0%
Calibration sphere transmission 0.8%
Simulation of energy deposit 2.0%
Monte Carlo statistics 1.0%

Total 5.8%

 [photons/MeV]337Y
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Kakimoto et al. [5]

Nagano et al. [6]

FLASH Coll. [7]

AIRFLY Coll.
this measurement

MACFLY Coll. [8]

Lefeuvre et al. [9]

Waldenmaier et al. [10]

Fig. 10. Experimental results on Y337. For some experiments, the fluorescence yield
of the 337 nm band is derived from the integrated yield measured between &300 to
400 nm (see text for details).

M. Ave et al. / Astroparticle Physics 42 (2013) 90–102 101Fluorescence yield (FY)+10% energy scale difference in TA/Auger
Systematic uncertainties: 14% in Auger, 21% in TA
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Spectrum shape difference at flux suppression
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Energy scale determined by 
fluorescence detector (FD)
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Figure 14. Mean Xmax as a function of energy as observed by Telescope Array in BR/LR hybrid mode over
8.5 years of data collection. The numbers above the data points indicate the number of events observed.
The gray band is the systematic uncertainty of this analysis. Reconstructed Monte Carlo of four di↵erent
primary species generated using the QGSJet II-04 hadronic model are shown for comparison.

nitrogen, but statistics in the data there are very poor. Care must be taken in interpreting Figure 14,
since hXmaxi by itself is not a robust enough measure to fully draw conclusions about UHECR
composition. When comparing hXmaxi of data to Monte Carlo, in addition to detector resolution and
systematic uncertainties in the data which may hinder resolving the between di↵erent elements with
relatively similar masses, the issue of systematic uncertainties in the hadronic model used to generate
the Monte Carlo must also be recognized. This will be discussed in Section 5. Referring back to
Figures 12 and 13, we can see that though the hXmaxi of the data in Figure 14, lies close to QGSJet II-
04 helium, the �(Xmax) of the data is larger than the helium model allows for energy bins with good
data statistics. For this reason, we will test the agreement of data and Monte Carlo by comparing
not just hXmaxi and �(Xmax), but by using the entire distributions. The elongation rate of the data
shown in Figure 14 found by performing a �

2 fit to the data is found to be 56.8± 5.3 g/cm2/decade.
The �

2/DOF of this fit is 10.67/9. Table 4 summarizes the observed first and second moments of
TA’s observed Xmax for all energy bins.

5. STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS TESTS

5.1. Method

18.8 ≦ log(E) < 18.9, N = 13218.2 ≦ log(E) < 18.3, N = 801

V. de Souza et al (Mass Composition 
WG), Proc. of ICRC 2017 
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Take away message

We present the 
solution for a 
decade-long 
controversy.

TA and Auger 

composition measurements (Xmax) 

agree within the systematics 

18.2 < log
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 moments
(combining HeCo and FD-standard)

19.4 ≦ log(E) < 19.9, N = 19

S. Petrera, ISVHECRI 2018,
M. Unger et al., ICRC 2017, J. Bellido et al., ICRC 2017
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Figure 2: Integral upper limit (at 90% C.L.) for a diffuse neutrino flux of UHE dN/dEn = kE�2 given as
a normalization, k, (straight red line), and differential upper limit (see text). Limits are quoted for a single
flavor assuming equal flavor ratios. Similar limits from ANITAII [8] and IceCube [9] are displayed along
with prediction for several neutrino models (cosmogenic [10, 11, 12], astrophysical [13].)

3.2 Limits to point-like sources of UHE neutrinos

The Earth-skimming channel is very effective at converting the tau neutrinos into exiting tau
leptons when the arrival direction is very close to the horizontal. It can be shown that over 90%
(⇠ 100%) of the ES exposure is obtained for zenith angles between 90� and 92.5� (95�). As a result
the sky coverage provided by these interactions reaches declinations between �54.5� and 59.5�.
The DG selections enhance the visible declination band towards the south all the way to �84.5�

covering a large fraction of the sky. The exposure as a function of zenith can be converted to an
average exposure for a given declination integrating in right ascension. It displays strong peaks for
the ES selection close to two extreme declinations apparent in the obtained bounds.

The non-observation of neutrino candidates is cast into a bound on point sources which is
calculated as a function of declination, d , also assuming a flavor ratio of 1:1:1. The results are
displayed in Fig. 3, for the first time combining the three searches and for data that have an increase
of about seven years of full exposure over previous results [15].

3.3 Targeted searches for correlations with the GW events

The reported detection of gravitational wave events produced by bynary Black Hole (BH)
mergers by the Advanced Ligo Collaboration has triggered a targeted search for coincidence events
that would complement these observations. BH mergers could accelerate cosmic rays to the high-

4

[16 of 30]

Top-down models are ruled out.

Auger limits become sensitive to GZK-ν and γ
M. Unger, Proc of ICRC 2017

Pierre Auger collab., JCAP04 (2017) 009 E. Zas, Proc. of ICRC 2017
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All Sky Survey with TA&PAO 
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       Northern TA :   7 years 109 events (>57EeV) 
Southern Auger : 10 years 157 events (>57EeV) 

Oversampling with 20°-radius circle 

Southern hotspot is seen at Cen A(Pre-trial ~3.6σ) 

No correction for 
E scale difference 
b/w TA and PAO !! 

K. Kawata et al., Proc. of ICRC 2015

✦ TA Hotspot: E > 57 EeV, 3.4σ anisotropy [TA collab. ApJL, 790:L21 (2014)]

✦ TA (7 years, 109 events above 57 EeV)+ Auger(10 years, 157 events 
above 57 EeV), 20° circle oversampling

✦ E > 57 EeV, no excess from the Virgo cluster

Pierre Auger collab. Science 357, 1266 (2017)

Significance 
(pre-trial)

modulation is at right ascension of 100° ± 10°.
Themaximum of the modulation for the 4 EeV <
E < 8 EeV bin, at 80° ± 60°, is compatible with
the one determined in the higher-energy bin,
although it has high uncertainty and the ampli-
tude is not statistically significant. Table S1 shows
that results obtained under the stricter trigger
condition and for the additional events gained
after relaxing the trigger are entirely consistent
with each other.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the normal-

ized rate of events above 8 EeV as a function of
right ascension. The sinusoidal function corre-
sponds to the first harmonic; the distribution is
compatible with a dipolar modulation: c2/n =
10.5/10 for the first-harmonic curve and c2/n =
45/12 for a constant function (where n is the
number of degrees of freedom, equal to the num-
ber of points in the plot minus the number of
parameters of the fit).
The distribution of events in equatorial coor-

dinates, smoothedwith a 45° radius top-hat func-
tion to better display the large-scale features, is
shown in Fig. 2.

Reconstruction of the
three-dimensional dipole

In the presence of a three-dimensional dipole,
the Rayleigh analysis in right ascension is sen-
sitive only to its component orthogonal to the
rotation axis of Earth, d⊥. A dipole component in
the direction of the rotation axis of Earth, dz,
induces no modulation of the flux in right ascen-
sion, but does so in the azimuthal distribution of
the directions of arrival at the array. A non-
vanishing value of dz leads to a sinusoidal modu-
lation in azimuth with a maximum toward the
northern or the southern direction.
To recover the three-dimensional dipole, we

combine the first-harmonic analysis in right as-
cension with a similar one in the azimuthal angle
ϕ, measured counterclockwise from the east.
The relevant component, bϕ, is given by an ex-
pression analogous to that in Eq. 1, but in terms

of the azimuth of the arrival direction of the
shower rather than in terms of the right as-
cension. The results are bϕ = −0.013 ± 0.005 in
the 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV bin and bϕ = −0.014 ±
0.008 in the E ≥ 8 EeV bin. The probabilities
that larger or equal absolute values for bϕ arise
from an isotropic distribution are 0.8% and
8%, respectively.
Under the assumption that the dominant

cosmic-ray anisotropy is dipolar, basedonprevious
studies that found that the effects of higher-order
multipoles are not significant in this energy range
(25, 29, 30), the dipole components and its direc-
tion in equatorial coordinates (ad, dd) can be
estimated from

d⊥ ≈ ra
hcos di

dz ≈ bϕ
cos ‘obshsin qi

ad ¼ ϕa

tan dd ¼ dz

d⊥
ð3Þ

(25), where hcos di is the mean cosine of the dec-
linations of the events, hsin qi is the mean sine
of the zenith angles of the events, and ‘obs ≈
−35.2° is the average latitude of the observa-
tory. For our data set, we find hcos di = 0.78 and
hsin qi = 0.65.
The parameters describing the direction of

the three-dimensional dipole are summarized
in Table 2. For 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV, the dipole
amplitude is d = 2:5þ1:0

%0:7%, pointing close to the
celestial south pole, at (ad, dd) = (80°, −75°),
although the amplitude is not statistically sig-
nificant. For energies above 8 EeV, the total di-
pole amplitude is d = 6:5þ1:3

%0:9%, pointing toward

(ad, dd) = (100°, −24°). In galactic coordinates,
the direction of this dipole is (‘, b) = (233°,
−13°). This dipolar pattern is clearly seen in
the flux map in Fig. 2. To establish whether the
departures from a perfect dipole are merely
statistical fluctuations or indicate the pres-
ence of additional structures at smaller angular
scales would require at least twice as many
events.

Implications for the origin of
high-energy cosmic rays

The anisotropy we have found should be seen in
the context of related results at lower energies.
Above a fewPeV, the steepening of the cosmic-ray
energy spectrum has been interpreted as being
due to efficient escape of particles from the gal-
axy and/or because of the inability of the sources
to accelerate cosmic rays beyond a maximum
value of E/Z. The origin of the particles remains
unknown.Although supernova remnants are often
discussed as sources, evidence has been reported
for a source in the galactic center capable of
accelerating particles to PeV energies (31). Diffu-
sive escape from the galaxy is expected to lead to
a dipolar component with a maximum near the
galactic center direction (32). This is compatible
with results obtained in the 1015 to 1018 eV range
(15, 16, 23, 24, 33), which provide values for the
phase in right ascension close to that of the
galactic center, aGC = 266°.
Models proposing a galactic origin up to the

highest observed energies (34,35) are in increasing
tension with observations. If the galactic sources
postulated to accelerate cosmic rays above EeV
energies, such as short gamma-ray bursts or
hypernovae, were distributed in the disk of the
galaxy, a dipolar component of anisotropy is
predicted with an amplitude that exceeds existing
bounds at EeV energies (24, 33). In this sense, the
constraint obtained here on the dipole amplitude
(Table 2) for 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV further disfavors a
predominantly galactic origin. This tension could
be alleviated if cosmic rays at a few EeV were
dominated by heavy nuclei such as iron, but
this would be in disagreement with the lighter
composition inferred observationally at these
energies (6). Themaximum of the flux might be
expected to lie close to the galactic center region,
whereas the direction of the three-dimensional
dipole determined above 8 EeV lies ~125° from
the galactic center. This suggests that the an-
isotropy observed above 8 EeV is better explained
in terms of an extragalactic origin. Above 40 EeV,
where the propagation should become less dif-
fusive, there are no indications of anisotropies
associated with either the galactic center or the
galactic plane (36).
There have been many efforts to interpret the

properties of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays in terms
of extragalactic sources. Because of Liouville’s
theorem, the distribution of cosmic rays must
be anisotropic outside of the galaxy for an an-
isotropy to be observed at Earth. An anisotropy
cannot arise through deflections of an originally
isotropic flux by a magnetic field. One prediction
of anisotropy comes from the Compton-Getting
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Table 2. Three-dimensional dipole reconstruction. Directions of dipole components are shown in
equatorial coordinates.

Energy
(EeV)

Dipole
component dz

Dipole
component d⊥

Dipole
amplitude d

Dipole
declination dd (°)

Dipole right
ascension ad (°)

4 to 8 −0.024 ± 0.009 0.006%0.003
þ0.007 0.025%0.007

þ0.010 −75%8
þ17 80 ± 60

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

≥8 −0.026 ± 0.015 0.060%0.010
þ0.011 0.065%0.009

þ0.013 −24%13
þ12 100 ± 10

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Table 1. First harmonic in right ascension. Data are from the Rayleigh analysis of the first
harmonic in right ascension for the two energy bins.

Energy
(EeV)

Number
of events

Fourier
coefficient aa

Fourier
coefficient ba

Amplitude
ra

Phase
ϕa (°)

Probability
P (≥ ra)

4 to 8 81,701 0.001 ± 0.005 0.005 ± 0.005 0.005 %0.002
þ0.006 80 ± 60 0.60

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

≥8 32,187 −0.008 ± 0.008 0.046 ± 0.008 0.047 %0.007
þ0.008 100 ± 10 2.6 × 10−8

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .
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modulation is at right ascension of 100° ± 10°.
Themaximum of the modulation for the 4 EeV <
E < 8 EeV bin, at 80° ± 60°, is compatible with
the one determined in the higher-energy bin,
although it has high uncertainty and the ampli-
tude is not statistically significant. Table S1 shows
that results obtained under the stricter trigger
condition and for the additional events gained
after relaxing the trigger are entirely consistent
with each other.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the normal-

ized rate of events above 8 EeV as a function of
right ascension. The sinusoidal function corre-
sponds to the first harmonic; the distribution is
compatible with a dipolar modulation: c2/n =
10.5/10 for the first-harmonic curve and c2/n =
45/12 for a constant function (where n is the
number of degrees of freedom, equal to the num-
ber of points in the plot minus the number of
parameters of the fit).
The distribution of events in equatorial coor-

dinates, smoothedwith a 45° radius top-hat func-
tion to better display the large-scale features, is
shown in Fig. 2.

Reconstruction of the
three-dimensional dipole

In the presence of a three-dimensional dipole,
the Rayleigh analysis in right ascension is sen-
sitive only to its component orthogonal to the
rotation axis of Earth, d⊥. A dipole component in
the direction of the rotation axis of Earth, dz,
induces no modulation of the flux in right ascen-
sion, but does so in the azimuthal distribution of
the directions of arrival at the array. A non-
vanishing value of dz leads to a sinusoidal modu-
lation in azimuth with a maximum toward the
northern or the southern direction.
To recover the three-dimensional dipole, we

combine the first-harmonic analysis in right as-
cension with a similar one in the azimuthal angle
ϕ, measured counterclockwise from the east.
The relevant component, bϕ, is given by an ex-
pression analogous to that in Eq. 1, but in terms

of the azimuth of the arrival direction of the
shower rather than in terms of the right as-
cension. The results are bϕ = −0.013 ± 0.005 in
the 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV bin and bϕ = −0.014 ±
0.008 in the E ≥ 8 EeV bin. The probabilities
that larger or equal absolute values for bϕ arise
from an isotropic distribution are 0.8% and
8%, respectively.
Under the assumption that the dominant

cosmic-ray anisotropy is dipolar, basedonprevious
studies that found that the effects of higher-order
multipoles are not significant in this energy range
(25, 29, 30), the dipole components and its direc-
tion in equatorial coordinates (ad, dd) can be
estimated from

d⊥ ≈ ra
hcos di

dz ≈ bϕ
cos ‘obshsin qi

ad ¼ ϕa

tan dd ¼ dz

d⊥
ð3Þ

(25), where hcos di is the mean cosine of the dec-
linations of the events, hsin qi is the mean sine
of the zenith angles of the events, and ‘obs ≈
−35.2° is the average latitude of the observa-
tory. For our data set, we find hcos di = 0.78 and
hsin qi = 0.65.
The parameters describing the direction of

the three-dimensional dipole are summarized
in Table 2. For 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV, the dipole
amplitude is d = 2:5þ1:0

%0:7%, pointing close to the
celestial south pole, at (ad, dd) = (80°, −75°),
although the amplitude is not statistically sig-
nificant. For energies above 8 EeV, the total di-
pole amplitude is d = 6:5þ1:3

%0:9%, pointing toward

(ad, dd) = (100°, −24°). In galactic coordinates,
the direction of this dipole is (‘, b) = (233°,
−13°). This dipolar pattern is clearly seen in
the flux map in Fig. 2. To establish whether the
departures from a perfect dipole are merely
statistical fluctuations or indicate the pres-
ence of additional structures at smaller angular
scales would require at least twice as many
events.

Implications for the origin of
high-energy cosmic rays

The anisotropy we have found should be seen in
the context of related results at lower energies.
Above a fewPeV, the steepening of the cosmic-ray
energy spectrum has been interpreted as being
due to efficient escape of particles from the gal-
axy and/or because of the inability of the sources
to accelerate cosmic rays beyond a maximum
value of E/Z. The origin of the particles remains
unknown.Although supernova remnants are often
discussed as sources, evidence has been reported
for a source in the galactic center capable of
accelerating particles to PeV energies (31). Diffu-
sive escape from the galaxy is expected to lead to
a dipolar component with a maximum near the
galactic center direction (32). This is compatible
with results obtained in the 1015 to 1018 eV range
(15, 16, 23, 24, 33), which provide values for the
phase in right ascension close to that of the
galactic center, aGC = 266°.
Models proposing a galactic origin up to the

highest observed energies (34,35) are in increasing
tension with observations. If the galactic sources
postulated to accelerate cosmic rays above EeV
energies, such as short gamma-ray bursts or
hypernovae, were distributed in the disk of the
galaxy, a dipolar component of anisotropy is
predicted with an amplitude that exceeds existing
bounds at EeV energies (24, 33). In this sense, the
constraint obtained here on the dipole amplitude
(Table 2) for 4 EeV < E < 8 EeV further disfavors a
predominantly galactic origin. This tension could
be alleviated if cosmic rays at a few EeV were
dominated by heavy nuclei such as iron, but
this would be in disagreement with the lighter
composition inferred observationally at these
energies (6). Themaximum of the flux might be
expected to lie close to the galactic center region,
whereas the direction of the three-dimensional
dipole determined above 8 EeV lies ~125° from
the galactic center. This suggests that the an-
isotropy observed above 8 EeV is better explained
in terms of an extragalactic origin. Above 40 EeV,
where the propagation should become less dif-
fusive, there are no indications of anisotropies
associated with either the galactic center or the
galactic plane (36).
There have been many efforts to interpret the

properties of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays in terms
of extragalactic sources. Because of Liouville’s
theorem, the distribution of cosmic rays must
be anisotropic outside of the galaxy for an an-
isotropy to be observed at Earth. An anisotropy
cannot arise through deflections of an originally
isotropic flux by a magnetic field. One prediction
of anisotropy comes from the Compton-Getting
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Table 2. Three-dimensional dipole reconstruction. Directions of dipole components are shown in
equatorial coordinates.

Energy
(EeV)

Dipole
component dz

Dipole
component d⊥

Dipole
amplitude d

Dipole
declination dd (°)

Dipole right
ascension ad (°)

4 to 8 −0.024 ± 0.009 0.006%0.003
þ0.007 0.025%0.007

þ0.010 −75%8
þ17 80 ± 60

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

≥8 −0.026 ± 0.015 0.060%0.010
þ0.011 0.065%0.009

þ0.013 −24%13
þ12 100 ± 10

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

Table 1. First harmonic in right ascension. Data are from the Rayleigh analysis of the first
harmonic in right ascension for the two energy bins.

Energy
(EeV)

Number
of events

Fourier
coefficient aa

Fourier
coefficient ba

Amplitude
ra

Phase
ϕa (°)

Probability
P (≥ ra)

4 to 8 81,701 0.001 ± 0.005 0.005 ± 0.005 0.005 %0.002
þ0.006 80 ± 60 0.60

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .

≥8 32,187 −0.008 ± 0.008 0.046 ± 0.008 0.047 %0.007
þ0.008 100 ± 10 2.6 × 10−8

.. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. .
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Auger dipole: E > 8 EeV, 4.7% dipole with 5.2σ 

the source, the integral being set by its flux attenuated above
the chosen energy threshold, and the angular width—or search
radius101—being a free parameter common to all sources. No
shift of the centroid position is considered, avoiding depend-
ence on any particular model of the Galactic magnetic field in
this exploratory study. After mixing the anisotropic map with a
variable fraction of isotropy, as in Abreu et al. (2010), the
model map is multiplied by the directional exposure of the
array and its integral is normalized to the number of events.
The model map thus depends on two variables aimed at
maximizing the degree of correlation with UHECR events: the
fraction of all events due to the sources (anisotropic fraction)
and the rms angular separation between an event and its source
(search radius) in the anisotropic fraction.

We perform an unbinned maximum-likelihood analysis, where
the likelihood (L) is the product over the UHECR events of the
model density in the UHECR direction. The test statistic (TS) for
deviation from isotropy is the likelihood ratio test between two
nested hypotheses: the UHECR sky model and an isotropic
model (null hypothesis). The TS is maximized as a function of
two parameters: the search radius and the anisotropic fraction.
We repeat the analysis for a sequence of energy thresholds.

For a given energy threshold, we confirmed with simulations
that the TS for isotropy follows a 2D distribution with two degrees
of freedom, as expected (Wilks 1938), directly accounting for the
fit of two parameters of the model. As in Aab et al. (2015b), we
penalize the minimum p-value for a scan in threshold energy, by
steps of 1 EeV up to 80 EeV, estimating the penalty factor with
Monte-Carlo simulations. The p-values are converted into
significances assuming 1-sided Gaussian distributions.

4.2. Single Population against Isotropy

Previous anisotropy studies (e.g., Aab et al. 2015b) have
considered a scan in energy threshold starting at 40 EeV, where
the observed flux reaches half the value expected from lower-
energy extrapolations, but as shown in Figure 1, there is a
maximum in the significance close to this starting point.
Therefore we have evaluated the TS down to 20 EeV.

The TS is maximum for SBGs above 39 EeV (894 events),
with or without attenuation. For γAGNs, the TS is maximum
above 60 EeV (177 events) after accounting for attenuation.
As shown in Figure 1, left, attenuation mildly impacts SBGs
that are nearby: we obtain TS=24.9/25.5/25.7 for scenarios

A/B/C, respectively. The impact is more pronounced for
γAGNs, a larger attenuation reducing contributions from
distant blazars: we obtain a maximum TS of 15.2/9.4/11.9
for scenarios A/B/C. Shifting the energy scale within
systematic uncertainties ( 14%o ) affects the maximum TS
by±1 unit for γAGNs,±0.3 for SBGs.
Penalizing for the energy scan, the maximum TS obtained

for SBGs and γAGNs within scenario A corresponds to 4.0T
and 2.7T deviations from isotropy, respectively. As shown in
Figure 2 (left), the maximum deviation for γAGNs is found at
an angular scale of 7 2

4n�
� and a 7 4%o fraction of anisotropic

events. For SBGs, a stronger deviation from isotropy is
uncovered at an intermediate angular scale of 13 3

4n�
� and an

anisotropic fraction of 10 4%o . The systematic uncertainty
induced by the energy scale and attenuation scenario is at the
level of 0.3% for the anisotropic fraction and 0°.5 for the search
radius obtained with SBGs.
For Swift-BAT and 2MRS sources attenuated within scenario

A, we obtain maximum TSs of 18.2 (3.2T) above 39 EeV and
15.1 (2.7T) above 38 EeV, respectively (see Figure 1, right).
These correspond to values of the best-fit parameters of 12 4

6n�
�

and 7 %3
4

�
� for Swift-BAT, 13 4

7n�
� and 16 %7

8
�
� for 2MRS.

The different degrees of anisotropy obtained from each
catalog can be understood from Figure 3 (top) showing a
UHECR hotspot in the direction of the CentaurusA/M83/
NGC4945 group. The γAGN model ( 60 EeV� ) and Swift-
BAT model ( 39 EeV� ) are dominated by CentaurusA, which
is 7n and13n away from NGC4945 and M83, respectively. The
starburst model additionally captures the UHECR excess close
to the Galactic South Pole, interpreted as contributions from
NGC1068 and NGC253, yielding an increase in the
anisotropy signal from 3T_ to 4T. Additional diffuse
contributions from clustered sources in the 2MRS catalog are
not favored by the data, resulting in the smaller deviation from
isotropy.

4.3. Composite Models against Single Populations

To compare the two distinct gamma-ray populations above
their respective preferred thresholds, we investigate a compo-
site model combining contributions from γAGNs and SBGs,
adopting a single search radius and leaving the fraction of
events from each population free. The TS in this case is the
difference between the maximum likelihood of the combined
model and that of the null hypothesis of a single population at

Figure 1. TS scan over the threshold energy for SBGs and AGNs (left) and Swift-BAT and 2MRS sources (right), including attenuation (lighter dashed lines) or not
(darker solid lines).

101 Inverse square root of Fisher’s concentration parameter.
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✦ Flux pattern correlation [Pierre Auger collab. ApJL, 853:L29 (2018)]

✦ With a flux pattern of starburst galaxies, isotropy of 
UHECR is disfavored with 4.0σ confidence above 39 
EeV 

✦ 9.7% anisotropic fraction and 12.9° angular scale

✦ The other three flux patterns: 2.7σ–3.2σ
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• Data/MC comparison assuming iron primary cosmic rays

1018.8 eV < E < 1019.2 eV
30°<  θ  <  45°
150°<  |Φ|<  180°
proton    iron

stat. 
stat. + syst.

Data
stat. 
stat. + syst.

MC QGSJETII-03 proton
MC QGSJETII-03 iron

Lateral distribution Data/MC ratio

R (m) Data/MC proton Data/MC iron
[1910, 2160] 1.72±0.10(stat.)±0.40(syst.) 1.26±0.07(stat.)±0.29(syst.)
[2760, 3120] 3.14±0.36(stat.)±0.72(syst.) 1.74±0.19(stat.)±0.40(syst.) 
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FIG. 13. Pearson’s correlation of Δs and the true values of Xmax for events simulated with QGSJetII-04 in the energy range
19.1 < logðE=eVÞ < 19.2. The left panel corresponds to iron nuclei; the right panel shows the correlation for protons. Values of Δs are
computed for three stations.

TABLE III. Set of cuts used to select events simultaneously reconstructed by the fluorescence and surface detectors. These events are
used for calibration purposes. ε stands for the overall efficiency. HEAT data are obtained with a set of three fluorescence detectors that
point to the higher zenith angles appropriate to the lower energies.

750 m array 1500 m array

Quality cuts Events ε (%) Quality cuts Events ε (%)

HEAT data 12,003 100.0 FD data 19,759 100.0
FD & SD reconstruction 2461 20.5 FD & SD reconstruction 12,825 65.0
sec θ < 1.30 2007 16.7 sec θ < 1.45 9625 49.0
6T5 trigger 714 5.9 6T5 trigger 7361 37.0
≥3 selected stations 660 5.5 ≥3 selected stations 4025 20.0
logðE=eVÞ ≥ 17.5 252 2.1 logðE=eVÞ ≥ 18.5 885 4.5
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FIG. 14. (Left) Correlation of Xmax and Δs for the 252 events from the 750 m array. (Right) Correlation of Xmax and Δs for the 885
events of the 1500 m array.
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Figure 4.25: Correlation between the muon purity and the signal size ratio of the data

to the MC for 2000 m < R < 4000 m. The black, red, green, blue, yellow and magenta

points represent |φ| < 30◦, 30◦ < |φ| < 60◦, 60◦ < |φ| < 90◦, 90◦ < |φ| < 120◦,

120◦ < |φ| < 150◦, 150◦ < |φ| < 180◦, respectively. The open circle, filled circle and

cross represent θ < 30◦, 30◦ < θ < 45◦ and 45◦ < θ < 55◦, respectively. The vertical

thin error bars and shaded thick error bars represent the statistical errors and quadratic

sum of statistical and systematic errors, respectively.

95

In higher muon purity, larger deficits in models
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Figure 5. Sky maps of the expected UHECR directional flux
above 10 EeV for pure proton (top) or silicon (bottom) injection,
assuming the PT2011 GMF model, normalized to

R
4⇡ �(n̂) d⌦ =

1 (mean value 1/4⇡ ⇡ 0.0796), in Galactic coordinates (same
notation as in Figure 4, but di↵erent color scales)

The angular power spectrum Cl quantifies the amount of
anisotropy at angular scales ⇠ (⇡/l) rad and is rotationally
invariant.

Explicitely, retaining only the dipole (l = 1) and
quadrupole (l = 2) contributions, the flux �(n̂) can be writ-
ten as

�(n̂) = �
0

(1 + d · n̂+ n̂ ·Qn̂+ · · · ),

where the average flux is �
0

= a
00

/
p
4⇡ (�

0

= 1/4⇡ if
we use the normalization

R
4⇡

�(n̂) d⌦ = 1), the dipole d is
a vector with 3 independent components, which are linear
combinations of a

1m/a
00

, and the quadrupole Q is a rank-
2 traceless symmetric tensor (i.e., its eigenvalues �

+

,�
0

,��
sum to 0 and its eigenvectors q̂

+

, q̂0, q̂� are orthogonal)
with 5 independent components, which are linear combina-
tions of a

2m/a
00

. The rotationally invariant combinations

|d| = 3
p

C
1

/C
0

and
q

�2

+

+ �2

� + �2

0

= 5
p

3C
2

/2C
0

charac-

terize the magnitude of the corresponding relative flux vari-
ations over the sphere. The dipole and quadrupole moments
quantify anisotropies at scales ⇠ 180� and ⇠ 90� respec-
tively, and are therefore relatively insensitive to magnetic
deflections except at the lowest energies.

In Figure 6 and Figure 7, we present the energy depen-
dence of the dipole amplitude |d| and the quadrupole ampli-
tude (�2

+

+�2

� +�2

0

)1/2 respectively in the various scenarios
we considered. The first thing we point out is that, whereas
there are some di↵erences between predictions using the two
di↵erent GMF models with the same injection model, they
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Auger 2017
Auger + TA 2015
99.9% sensitivity

Figure 6. The magnitude of the dipole as a function of the en-
ergy threshold E

min

for the three injection models and two GMF
models we considered. The points labelled “Auger + TA 2015”
and “Auger 2017” show the dipole magnitude reported in Deligny
(2015) and Taborda (2017) respectively. The dotted lines show
the 99.9% C.L. detection thresholds using the current and near-
future Auger and TA exposures (see the text for details).

Figure 7. The magnitude of the dipole as a function of the energy
threshold E

min

(same notation as in Figure 6). The point labelled
“Auger + TA 2014” is the quadrupole magnitude computed from
the a

2m coe�cients reported in Aab et al. (2014).

are not so large as to impede a meaningful interpretation
of the results in spite of the GMF uncertainties. Conversely,
the results from the three injection models do di↵er signif-
icantly, with heavier compositions resulting in larger dipole
and quadrupole moments for high energy thresholds (due to
the shorter propagation horizon) but smaller ones for lower
thresholds (due to larger magnetic deflections).

Increasing the energy threshold, the expected dipole
and quadrupole strengths increase, but at the same time the
amount of statistics available decreases due to the steeply
falling energy spectrum, making it non-obvious whether the
overall e↵ect is to make the detection of the dipole and
quadrupole easier with higher or lower E

min

. To answer
this question, we have calculated the 99.9% C.L. detection
thresholds, i.e., the multipole amplitudes such that larger
values would be measured in less than 0.1% of random re-
alizations in case of a isotropic UHECR flux. The detection
thresholds scale like / 1/

p
N with the number of events

N . Since below the observed cuto↵ (⇠ 40 EeV) the inte-
gral spectrum at Earth N(� E

min

) is close to a power law
/ E�2

min

, the detection threshold is roughly proportional to

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/mnras/sty277/4835522
by University of Tokyo Library user
on 19 February 2018
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Fig. 1. Left: measured X∗
max vs. S∗

38 for lg(E/eV) = 18.5–19.0. Right: the same distribution for 1000 proton and 1000 iron showers simulated with EPOS-LHC.

are scaled to a reference energy and zenith angle. This way we 
avoid a decorrelation between the observables from combining dif-
ferent energies and zenith angles in the data set. S(1000) is scaled 
to 38◦ and 10 EeV using the parameterizations from [16]. Xmax
is scaled to 10 EeV using an elongation rate d⟨Xmax⟩/d lg(E/eV) =
58 g cm−2/decade, an average value with little variation between 
different primaries and interaction models [9]. Here, these scaled 
quantities will be denoted as X∗

max and S∗
38. Thus, X∗

max and S∗
38

are the values of Xmax and S(1000) one would have observed, had 
the shower arrived at 38◦ and 10 EeV. It should be noted that the 
specific choice of the reference values is irrelevant, since a trans-
formation to another reference value shifts the data set as a whole, 
leaving the correlation coefficient invariant.

As a measure of the correlation between X∗
max and S∗

38 the 
ranking coefficient rG(X∗

max, S∗
38) introduced by Gideon and Hol-

lister [17] is taken. Conclusions are unchanged when using other 
definitions of correlation coefficients, including the coefficients of 
Pearson or Spearman, or other ones [18]. As for any ranking coef-
ficient, the rG value is invariant against any modifications leaving 
the ranks of events unchanged (in particular to systematic shifts 
in the observables). The main distinction from other ranking coef-
ficients is that the values of ranks are not used directly to calcu-
late rG. Rather the general statistical dependence between X∗

max
and S∗

38 is estimated by counting the difference in numbers of 
events with ranks deviating from the expectations for perfect cor-
relation and anti-correlation. Thus, the contribution of each event 
is equal to 0 or 1, making rG less sensitive to a removal of individ-
ual events, as it will be discussed also below.

The dependence of the statistical uncertainty !rG on the num-
ber of events n in a set and on the rG value itself was deter-
mined by drawing random subsamples from large sets of simulated 
events with different compositions. The statistical uncertainty can 
be approximated by !rG ≃ 0.9/

√
n. For the event set used here 

!rG(data) = 0.024.

3. Data and simulations

The analysis is based on the same hybrid events as in [9]
recorded by both the fluorescence and the surface detectors dur-
ing the time period from 01.12.2004 until 31.12.2012. The data 
selection procedure, described in detail in [9], guarantees that only 
high-quality events are included in the analysis and that the mass 
composition of the selected sample is unbiased. The reliable re-
construction of S(1000) requires an additional application of the 

fiducial trigger cut (the station with the highest signal should have 
at least 5 active neighbor stations). This requirement does not in-
troduce a mass composition bias since in the energy and zenith 
ranges considered the surface detector is fully efficient to hadronic 
primaries [19,20]. Selecting energies of lg(E/eV) = 18.5–19.0 and 
zenith angles <65◦ , the final data set contains 1376 events. The 
resolution and systematic uncertainties are about 8% and 14% in 
primary energy [21], <20 g cm−2 and 10 g cm−2 in Xmax [9], and 
<12% and 5% [22] in S(1000), respectively.

The simulations were performed with CORSIKA [23], using 
EPOS-LHC, QGSJetII-04 or Sibyll 2.1 as the high-energy hadronic 
interaction model, and FLUKA [24] as the low-energy model. All 
events passed the full detector simulation and reconstruction [25]
with the same cuts as applied to data. For each of the interaction 
models the shower library contains at least 10000 showers for pro-
ton primaries and 5000–10000 showers each for helium, oxygen 
and iron nuclei.

4. Results

The observed values of X∗
max vs. S∗

38 are displayed in Fig. 1. 
As an illustration, proton and iron simulations for EPOS-LHC are 
shown as well, but one should keep in mind that in this analy-
sis we do not aim at a direct comparison of data and simulations 
in terms of absolute values. In contrast to the correlation analysis 
such a comparison needs to account for systematics in both ob-
servables and suffers from larger uncertainties from modeling of 
hadronic interactions.

In Table 1, the observed rG(X∗
max, S∗

38) is given along with 
simulated rG values for pure compositions (σ (ln A) = 0) and for 

Table 1
Observed rG(X∗

max, S∗
38) with statistical uncertainty, and simulated rG(X∗

max, S∗
38)

for various compositions using different interaction models (statistical uncertainties 
are ≈0.01).

Data −0.125 ± 0.024 (stat)

EPOS-LHC QGSJetII-04 Sibyll 2.1

p 0.00 0.08 0.06
He 0.10 0.16 0.14
O 0.09 0.16 0.17
Fe 0.09 0.13 0.12

0.5 p–0.5 Fe −0.37 −0.32 −0.31

0.8 p–0.2 He 0.00 0.07 0.05
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Fig. 1. Left: measured X∗
max vs. S∗

38 for lg(E/eV) = 18.5–19.0. Right: the same distribution for 1000 proton and 1000 iron showers simulated with EPOS-LHC.

are scaled to a reference energy and zenith angle. This way we 
avoid a decorrelation between the observables from combining dif-
ferent energies and zenith angles in the data set. S(1000) is scaled 
to 38◦ and 10 EeV using the parameterizations from [16]. Xmax
is scaled to 10 EeV using an elongation rate d⟨Xmax⟩/d lg(E/eV) =
58 g cm−2/decade, an average value with little variation between 
different primaries and interaction models [9]. Here, these scaled 
quantities will be denoted as X∗

max and S∗
38. Thus, X∗

max and S∗
38

are the values of Xmax and S(1000) one would have observed, had 
the shower arrived at 38◦ and 10 EeV. It should be noted that the 
specific choice of the reference values is irrelevant, since a trans-
formation to another reference value shifts the data set as a whole, 
leaving the correlation coefficient invariant.

As a measure of the correlation between X∗
max and S∗

38 the 
ranking coefficient rG(X∗

max, S∗
38) introduced by Gideon and Hol-

lister [17] is taken. Conclusions are unchanged when using other 
definitions of correlation coefficients, including the coefficients of 
Pearson or Spearman, or other ones [18]. As for any ranking coef-
ficient, the rG value is invariant against any modifications leaving 
the ranks of events unchanged (in particular to systematic shifts 
in the observables). The main distinction from other ranking coef-
ficients is that the values of ranks are not used directly to calcu-
late rG. Rather the general statistical dependence between X∗

max
and S∗

38 is estimated by counting the difference in numbers of 
events with ranks deviating from the expectations for perfect cor-
relation and anti-correlation. Thus, the contribution of each event 
is equal to 0 or 1, making rG less sensitive to a removal of individ-
ual events, as it will be discussed also below.

The dependence of the statistical uncertainty !rG on the num-
ber of events n in a set and on the rG value itself was deter-
mined by drawing random subsamples from large sets of simulated 
events with different compositions. The statistical uncertainty can 
be approximated by !rG ≃ 0.9/

√
n. For the event set used here 

!rG(data) = 0.024.

3. Data and simulations

The analysis is based on the same hybrid events as in [9]
recorded by both the fluorescence and the surface detectors dur-
ing the time period from 01.12.2004 until 31.12.2012. The data 
selection procedure, described in detail in [9], guarantees that only 
high-quality events are included in the analysis and that the mass 
composition of the selected sample is unbiased. The reliable re-
construction of S(1000) requires an additional application of the 

fiducial trigger cut (the station with the highest signal should have 
at least 5 active neighbor stations). This requirement does not in-
troduce a mass composition bias since in the energy and zenith 
ranges considered the surface detector is fully efficient to hadronic 
primaries [19,20]. Selecting energies of lg(E/eV) = 18.5–19.0 and 
zenith angles <65◦ , the final data set contains 1376 events. The 
resolution and systematic uncertainties are about 8% and 14% in 
primary energy [21], <20 g cm−2 and 10 g cm−2 in Xmax [9], and 
<12% and 5% [22] in S(1000), respectively.

The simulations were performed with CORSIKA [23], using 
EPOS-LHC, QGSJetII-04 or Sibyll 2.1 as the high-energy hadronic 
interaction model, and FLUKA [24] as the low-energy model. All 
events passed the full detector simulation and reconstruction [25]
with the same cuts as applied to data. For each of the interaction 
models the shower library contains at least 10000 showers for pro-
ton primaries and 5000–10000 showers each for helium, oxygen 
and iron nuclei.

4. Results

The observed values of X∗
max vs. S∗

38 are displayed in Fig. 1. 
As an illustration, proton and iron simulations for EPOS-LHC are 
shown as well, but one should keep in mind that in this analy-
sis we do not aim at a direct comparison of data and simulations 
in terms of absolute values. In contrast to the correlation analysis 
such a comparison needs to account for systematics in both ob-
servables and suffers from larger uncertainties from modeling of 
hadronic interactions.

In Table 1, the observed rG(X∗
max, S∗

38) is given along with 
simulated rG values for pure compositions (σ (ln A) = 0) and for 

Table 1
Observed rG(X∗

max, S∗
38) with statistical uncertainty, and simulated rG(X∗

max, S∗
38)

for various compositions using different interaction models (statistical uncertainties 
are ≈0.01).

Data −0.125 ± 0.024 (stat)

EPOS-LHC QGSJetII-04 Sibyll 2.1

p 0.00 0.08 0.06
He 0.10 0.16 0.14
O 0.09 0.16 0.17
Fe 0.09 0.13 0.12

0.5 p–0.5 Fe −0.37 −0.32 −0.31

0.8 p–0.2 He 0.00 0.07 0.05

Pierre Auger collab., Phys.Lett. B 762, 288 (2016)

Mixed composition at the ankle
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Elongation rate

Preliminary

T. Pierog, KIT - 8/30ISVHECRI – May 2018

Air Showers Muon Signal Nuclear InteractionsEM Signal

<X
max

>

very similar elongation rate (slope) for all models

same mass composition evolution

still differences in absolute values

+/- 20g/cm2 is a realistic uncertainty band

T. Pierog, ISVHECRI 2018

Elongation rate

J. Bellido et al., ICRC 2017

Correlation measurement

https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/sty277
https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/sty277
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       Northern TA :   7 years 109 events (>57EeV) 
Southern Auger : 10 years 157 events (>57EeV) 

Oversampling with 20°-radius circle 

Southern hotspot is seen at Cen A(Pre-trial ~3.6σ) 

No correction for 
E scale difference 
b/w TA and PAO !! 

Doublet  
('T=1.31o) 

Triplet? or 
Doublet 

('T=1.35o) 

Small-scale anisotropy  

19.07.2017 slide 15 of 17 TA anisotropy summary//ICRC2017 

Autocorrelations 

Auger 6 years (6 events) 

TA 9 years (23 events) 

2 doublets above 100 EeV. 
Æ the probability to have �2 doublets at �       deg is  
    P = 0.30% (2.8V) 

Pierre Auger Collab. Science 357, 1266 (2017) K. Kawata et al., Proc. of ICRC 2015 S. Troitsky et al., Proc. of ICRC 2017

E > 8 EeV E > 57 EeV E > 100 EeV

2 doublets (chance probability 2.8σ)
TA 9 years: 23 events

Auger 6 years: 6 events

Pierre Auger collab., 
Phys.Rev.D 
96,122003 (2017)
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Requirements for future ground arrays
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AGASA/HiRes

Auger/TA
(hybrid 
detector)

Upgrade 
phase

Future ground 
arrays

K-EUSO

Auger

TA

TA×4

AGASA

HiRes

Fly’s Eye

~ 100 km2

~ 3000 km2

~30,000 km2

AGASA HiRes

Telescope Array Experiment

Pierre Auger Observatory

AugerPrime

GZK recovery
Mass composition 
above 100 EeV
Anisotropy above 
57 EeV with 
10×statistics
World-one 
collaboration
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Wave length shifting fiber

11

- TAx4 uses WLSFiber  , Kuraray Y-11(200).   (D=1.2mm L=6.1m  λ
att

 ~3.7m )

   same as TA except length of a fiber

TA SD TAx4 SD 

5 m  fiber    

Spacing 2cm

6.1 m  fiber     

Spacing 4cm

1 fiber route on scintillator 2 time.

- Fiber layout and number are changed to reduce assembly time and cost.

– Non uniformity is smaller than < 15%  at measurement with test assembly.

– Less number of fiber to assemble gives shorter assemble time.

– Total length of fiber is  < ~1/3 . It gives cost reduction.
R&D by K.Saito (ICRR)

UHEAP 2016 @ University of Chicago 

Ongoing upgrade: TA×4

12

Achieving a detailed measurement on the hotspot
TA×4 will enlarge the fourfold coverage (= Auger)
3000 km2

S. Ogio ISVHECRI 2018, E. Kido et al., ICRC 2017

2 clusters in the hotspot 
in the summer of 2020

2014/10/13 H. Sagawa@UHECR2014 31

Expected in 2020 (Simulation)

TA×4
TA SD (~3000 km2):  Quadruple area 

Approved by Japanese government 2015  
500 scintillator SDs 
2.08 km spacing 
3 yrs construction, first 180 SDs have 
arrived in Utah 
Next 60 SDs to be prepared at ICRR and 
SKKU in 2018 and shipped to Utah  

2 FD stations (12 HiRes-II telescopes)   
Approved by US NSF 2016 
Telescopes/electronics being prepared at 
Univ. of Utah 
First light at the northern station!  
Site construction underway at the 
southern station.  

Get 19 TA-equiv years of SD data by 2020 
Get 16.3 (current) TA years of hybrid data 

TA SD array

TA×4 array

TALE SD array

TA×4 FD FOV

TA×4 arrayTA×4 FD FOV

 37

2018/May@TA180 TA SDs ready to be deployed

6 Auger SDs,  [S. Quinn et 
al., ICRC 2017]

SD assembling @ Akeno

TA×4 FD constructed 
(2018 Feb)



  

Scintillator detector

Radomír Šmída  – AugerPrime 8

Alu enclosure

Fibers routing

WLS fibers

Extruded scintillator bars
(1600 x 50 x 10 mm)

PMT/SiPM

Support 
frame

Sunroof
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Improve electromagnetic/muon separation of SD to 
measure the mass composition above 1019.7 eV.

Boost in statistics by a factor of ~ 10 compared to FD 
Xmax analysis.

Faster electronics of 120 MHz, small PMT to increase 
dynamic range, FD operation during moon night, buried 
scintillator (AMIGA) 

Origin of the flux suppression, proton contribution 
above 1019.7 eV, new particle physics beyond the human-
made accelerator. ]2 [g/cmmaxX
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Karl-Heinz Kampert – University Wuppertal UHECR2014, Springdale (Utah), Oct. 2014

Nµmax  vs  Xmax
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Xmax  (g/cm2)
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µ )

p
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N
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E = 5·1019 eVQGSJet II.04

Muons may even outperform Xmax  
at highest energies !

Install 3.8 m2 scintillator to measure the mass composition by SD.
Ongoing upgrade: AugerPrime

S. Petrera, ISVHECRI 2018, The Pierre Auger Observatory Upgrade - Preliminary Design Report https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03637

SSD:  The  Surface  Scintillator  Detector

Scintillator 3.8  m2

Extruded Scintillator bars with 2  holes

5cm

1cm

WLS  
fibers+routers

WLS  fibers+routers

PMT

Extruded scintillator
bars 160cm  long

Alu Enclosure

(see:  R.  Smida,  Scintillation  Detector  of  AugerPrime,  this  conf.)  
9

ICRC2017  Busan D.  Martello    

Complementarity  of  particle  
response  used  to  discriminate  
electromagnetic  and  muonic
components  of  air  showers

The  Scintillator Surface Detector

SSD  (3.8  m2)
100%  duty  cycle

WCD

1V contour  of  the  number  of  muons  at  maximum  of  the  muon  
shower  development  vs  the  maximum  of  the  e.m.  componentE  =5x1019 eV

T =  38o
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Status	and	plans
for	AugerPrime
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Fine tuning of hadron interaction models
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T. Pierog, ISVHECRI 2018

T. Pierog, KIT - 17/30ISVHECRI – May 2018

Air Showers Muon Signal Nuclear InteractionsEM Signal

X
max

+/- 20g/cm2 is a realistic uncertainty band but :

minimum given by QGSJETII-04 (high multiplicity, low elasticity)

maximum given by Sibyll 2.3c (low multiplicity, high elasticity)

anything below or above won't be compatible with LHC data

In next 5 - 10 years, Xmax uncertainty < 20 g/cm2 at 1020 eV, more muon productions at the highest energies. 
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Figure 2: Forward photon energy spectra measured by the LHCf-Arm1 detector in the regions A (left)
and B (right). Filled circles show the inclusive-photon spectra measured in Ref. [5]. Filled squares
indicate the spectra for Nch = 0 events, where no extra charged particles with pT > 100 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5
are present. Vertical bars represent statistical uncertainties of the data sample, while gray bands indicate
the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Colored lines indicate model predictions
with (dashed lines) and without (solid lines) the Nch = 0 requirement. Hatched areas around the model
lines indicate the 10% uncertainty related to the contribution from photons produced in long-lived particle
decays (with the mean lifetime above 33 ps), which is currently not taken into account in the calculation
of model predictions.

up to around 4 TeV and decreases to 0.15 again at the highest energy. This increase tendency is also
observed for all model predictions, except SIBYLL 2.3. The PYTHIA 8 and SIBYLL 2.3 models predict
higher and lower fraction of Nch = 0 events, respectively. This suggests that PYTHIA 8 (SIBYLL 2.3)
predicts a too large (too small) contribution of low-mass di↵ractive events to the forward photon energy
spectrum. In region B, the ratio in data is around 0.15 and is approximately constant over a wide range of
photon energies. The SIBYLL 2.3 model predicts an average value of the ratio that is much lower than
observed in data. QGSJET-II-04 predicts lower ratio at photon energies below 1.5 TeV. The EPOS-LHC
and PYTHIA 8.212DL generators show reasonable agreement with data.

8 Summary

This note presents the first joint analysis of the ATLAS and LHCf collaborations, based on 0.191 nb�1

of pp collision data recorded at
p

s = 13 TeV. In order to study the contribution of low-mass di↵ractive
processes to the forward photon production, the event selection relies on the veto of charged-particle
tracks in the ATLAS inner tracker. The photon energy spectra are measured in two pseudorapidity
ranges, ⌘ > 10.94 or 8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99, for events with no extra charged particles having pT > 100 MeV
and |⌘| < 2.5. The photon spectra for Nch = 0 events are compared to the inclusive photon spectra, to
allow for a comparison of non-di↵ractive and di↵ractive particle production processes.

The ratio between the NNch=0
� and inclusive photon spectra increases from 0.15 to 0.4 with increasing
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Figure 3: Ratio of the photon energy spectrum with an extra Nch = 0 requirement to the inclusive-photon
energy spectrum for regions A (left) and B (right). Vertical bars represent statistical uncertainties of the
data sample, while gray bands indicate the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Col-
ored lines indicate model predictions. Hatched areas around the model lines indicate the 10% uncertainty
related to the contribution from photons produced in long-lived particle decays, which is currently not
taken into account in the calculation of model predictions.

photon energy up to 4 TeV at ⌘ > 10.94, whereas it is found to be relatively constant (around 0.15) at
8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99. The results are compared to predictions based on several hadronic interaction models:
EPOS-LHC, QGSJET-II-04, SYBILL 2.3, and PYTHIA 8.212DL. Predictions from EPOS-LHC gener-
ally show best agreement with data. At photon energies above 2 TeV, the PYTHIA 8 predicts significantly
higher ratio than observed in data. This indicates that the large discrepancy between PYTHIA 8 and data
in the high-energy photon region reported in Ref. [5] can be due to overestimation of the di↵ractive dis-
sociation process in PYTHIA 8. The QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 models predict an average value of
the ratio that is much lower than observed in data in both ⌘ > 10.94 and 8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99 regions. This
suggests that QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 predict a too small contribution of low-mass di↵ractive
events to the forward photon energy spectrum.
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ATLAS LHCf CONF NOTE

October 31, 2017

Measurement of contributions of di↵ractive processes to forward photon
spectra in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV

The ATLAS and LHCf Collaborations

Abstract

This note presents a study of the contribution of proton di↵ractive dissociation to produc-
tion of forward photons in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV with data recorded by the ATLAS

and LHCf experiments in a joint e↵ort. The results are based on data collected in 2015 with
a corresponding integrated luminosity of 0.191 nb�1. The data analysis is based on photon
reconstruction in the LHCf-Arm1 detector, as well as on the inner tracking system of the
ATLAS detector, which is used to identify di↵ractive events. In particular, the energy spec-
trum of photons in the pseudorapidity range of 8.81< ⌘ < 8.99 or ⌘ > 10.94 is measured for
events with no reconstructed charged-particle tracks with pT > 100 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5. The
results are compared to predictions from several hadronic interaction models.

c� Copyright 2017 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS and LHCf Collaborations.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-4.0 license.
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Figure 3: Ratio of the photon energy spectrum with an extra Nch = 0 requirement to the inclusive-photon
energy spectrum for regions A (left) and B (right). Vertical bars represent statistical uncertainties of the
data sample, while gray bands indicate the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Col-
ored lines indicate model predictions. Hatched areas around the model lines indicate the 10% uncertainty
related to the contribution from photons produced in long-lived particle decays, which is currently not
taken into account in the calculation of model predictions.

photon energy up to 4 TeV at ⌘ > 10.94, whereas it is found to be relatively constant (around 0.15) at
8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99. The results are compared to predictions based on several hadronic interaction models:
EPOS-LHC, QGSJET-II-04, SYBILL 2.3, and PYTHIA 8.212DL. Predictions from EPOS-LHC gener-
ally show best agreement with data. At photon energies above 2 TeV, the PYTHIA 8 predicts significantly
higher ratio than observed in data. This indicates that the large discrepancy between PYTHIA 8 and data
in the high-energy photon region reported in Ref. [5] can be due to overestimation of the di↵ractive dis-
sociation process in PYTHIA 8. The QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 models predict an average value of
the ratio that is much lower than observed in data in both ⌘ > 10.94 and 8.81 < ⌘ < 8.99 regions. This
suggests that QGSJET-II-04 and SYBILL 2.3 predict a too small contribution of low-mass di↵ractive
events to the forward photon energy spectrum.
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See	poster	by	Q.D.Zhou

Neutron	in	13TeV	p-p	collisions

• Preliminary	results	(PhD	thesis	of	E.Berti,	CERN-THESIS-2017-035	+update)
• Peak	structure	around	0	degree	is	similar	to	the	previous	results	

(NOTE:	pT range	is	wider	than	the	previous	analyses.		Analysis	for	direct	comparison	in	progress.)

• Effect	of	unfolding	(40%	energy	resolution)	is	carefully	studied	before	publication
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are the efficiency for the experimental cuts and are listed in
Table I. The errors were derived considering the
uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the Gaussian form
evaluated by HERA. There is no significant difference in
the result in case of using the ISR (exponential) pT

distribution.
The mean values of the simulated pT distributions in

each energy region are also listed in Table I. The cross
section was obtained after the correction of the energy
unfolding and the cut efficiency.

Table II summarizes all systematic uncertainties eval-
uated as the ratio of the variation to the final cross section
values. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. It was estimated by BBC counts to be 9.7%
(22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC trigger cross section).

The background contamination in the measured neutron
energy with the ZDC energy from 20 to 140 GeV for the
acceptance cut of r < 2 cm was estimated by the simula-
tion with the PYTHIA event generator. The background from
protons was estimated to be 2.4% in the simulation. The
systematic uncertainty in the experimental data was deter-
mined to be 1.5 times larger than this as discussed in
Sec. II B 3. Multiple particle detection in each collision
was estimated to be 7% with the r < 2 cm cut.

In the cross section analysis, we evaluated the beam
center shift described in Appendix A as a systematic
uncertainty. For the evaluation, cross sections were calcu-
lated in the different acceptances according to the result of
the beam center shift while requiring r < 2 cm, and the
variations were applied as a systematic uncertainty.

B. Result

The differential cross section, d!=dxF, for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV
was determined using two pT distributions: a Gaussian
form, as used in HERA analysis, and an exponential
form, used for ISR data analysis. The results are listed in
Table III and plotted in Fig. 13. We show the results for xF
above 0.45 since the data below 0.45 are significantly
affected by the energy cutoff before the unfolding. The
pT range in each xF bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c from
Eq. (2) with the acceptance cut of r < 2 cm. The absolute
normalization uncertainty for the PHENIX measurement,
9.7%, is not included.

TABLE I. The expected pT for r < 2 cm, mean pT value with
the experimental cut, and the efficiency for the experimental cut
estimated by the simulation (Fig. 12). The errors were derived
considering the uncertainty in the parameter aðxFÞ in the
Gaussian form evaluated by HERA.

Neutron xF Mean pT (GeV=c) Efficiency

0.45–0.60 0.072 0:779# 0:014ð1:8%Þ
0.60–0.75 0.085 0:750# 0:009ð1:2%Þ
0.75–0.90 0.096 0:723# 0:006ð0:8%Þ
0.90–1.00 0.104 0:680# 0:016ð2:3%Þ

TABLE III. The result of the differential cross section
d!=dxFðmbÞ for neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼
200 GeV. The first uncertainty is statistical, after the unfolding,
and the second is the systematic uncertainty. The absolute
normalization error, 9.7%, is not included.

hxFi Exponential pT form Gaussian pT form

0.53 0:243# 0:024# 0:043 0:194# 0:021# 0:037
0.68 0:491# 0:039# 0:052 0:455# 0:036# 0:085
0.83 0:680# 0:044# 0:094 0:612# 0:044# 0:096
0.93 0:334# 0:035# 0:111 0:319# 0:037# 0:123

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties for the cross section mea-
surement. The absolute normalization error is not included in
these errors. The absolute normalization uncertainty was esti-
mated by BBC counts to be 9.7% (22:9# 2:2 mb for the BBC
trigger cross section).

Exponential pT

form
Gaussian pT

form

pT distribution 3%–10% 7%–22%
Beam center shift 3%–31%
Proton background 3.6%
Multiple hit 7%
Total 11%–33% 16%–39%
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FIG. 13 (color online). The cross section results for forward
neutron production in pþ p collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 200 GeV are
shown. Two different forms, exponential (squares) and Gaussian
(circles), were used for the pT distribution. Statistical uncertain-
ties are shown as error bars for each point, and systematic
uncertainties are shown as brackets. The integrated pT region
for each bin is 0< pT < 0:11xF GeV=c. Shapes of ISR results
are also shown. Absolute normalization errors for the PHENIX
and ISR are 9.7% and 20%, respectively.

A. ADARE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 032006 (2013)

032006-10

ISR+PHENIX

NOTE:pT range	is	
not	same
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Neutron

S. Ostapchenko, K. Werner, T. Pierog, F. Liehn, A. Fedynitch



Fine pixelated camera

Low-cost and simplified telescope

✦Target : > 1019.5 eV, ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) and neutral particles

✦Huge target volume ⇒ Fluorescence detector array 
Too expensive to cover a huge area

15

Single or few pixels and smaller optics

Fluorescence detector Array of Single-pixel Telescopes 

Segmented mirror telescope   
Variable angles of elevation – steps. 

construction is still in development  

15 deg  45 deg  

Joint Laboratory of Optics Olomouc – March 2014 
7 
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20 km

Fluorescence detector Array of Single-pixel Telescopes 
✦ Each telescope: 4 PMTs, 30°×30° field of view (FoV)

✦ Reference design: 1 m2 aperture, 15°×15° FoV 
per PMT

✦ Each station: 12 telescopes, 48 PMTs, 30°×360° 
FoV.

✦ Deploy on a triangle grid with 20 km spacing, like 
“Surface Detector Array”.

✦ With 500 stations, a ground  coverage is 150,000 
km2.

✦ 2 sites in northern/southern hemispheres

✦ Moon-night observation

5 years: 5100 events (E > 57 EeV), 
650 events (E > 100 EeV)

TA and Auger Surface Detectors

Pierre Auger: 3000 km2 Telescope Array:700 km2

(not drawn to scale) 3

TA and Auger Surface Detectors

Pierre Auger: 3000 km2 Telescope Array:700 km2

(not drawn to scale) 3

TA
700 km2

Auger
3000 km2

57 EeV

(same scale)
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FAST - progress in design and construction  

UV Plexiglass Segmented primary mirror 8 inch PMT camera             
(2 x 2) 

1m2 aperture                              
FOV = 25°x 25° 

variable 
tilt 

Joint Laboratory of Optics Olomouc – Malargue November 2015 3 

Prototype - October 2015 

15° 

45° 
UV band-pass 

filter

Installation and observation with FAST prototypes

17

‣ 4 PMTs (20 cm, R5912-03MOD, base E7694-01)
‣ 1 m2 aperture of the UV band-pass filter (ZWB3), 

segmented mirror of 1.6 m diameter
‣ 2 telescopes has been installed to cover 30°× 60° FoV, 
‣ remote operation and automatic shutdown

‣ 350 hours operation in the night by 2018/May

TA FD

FAST prototypes (2 telescopes)

On-time cloud monitor by CCD camera
monitor camera for shutters

Clear Cloudy

JSPS grant-in-aid for scientific research, 15H05443, 18H0122 D. Mandat et al., JINST 12, T07001 (2017) 



Installation of FAST prototypes (Oct. 2016 and Sep. 2017)

18http://www.fast-project.org



DAQ setup for the FAST prototypes

19

✦ Receiving external triggers from TA FD 

✦ Common field-of-view (FoV) with FAST and TA FD

✦ Observe a UV vertical laser at the distance of 21 km.

✦ Implemented internal trigger (2 adjacent PMTs), 
successful to detect a vertical laser in a test operation
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A vertical laser at 21 km away
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Data/MC comparison with vertical UV laser
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Optical simulation statusFAST Simulation - example

- PSF (7.5deg diagonal) aperture input 0.5W 0.43W/PMT1, <0.001W/PMT234 (eff: 86%) 

(PMT 4)Directional characteristic (PMT2)

A UV vertical laser at 21 km awaySpot-size
50 mm offsetfocal plane
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Event 283

UHECR event search
25 events (201 hours), in time coincidence with TA FD and significant 
signals of > 2PMTs with FAST

GAP-2018-XXX 8

the atmospheric group (via the Data Normalised and Laser Simulation techniques). While
Auger uses hourly measurements of the VAOD to correct air shower profiles for attenuation
of light due to aerosol scattering, the Telescope Array experiment currently uses a fixed
VAOD (at the top of the atmosphere) of 0.04. By performing an identical study using
the CLF at TA (250 355 nm laser shots at 4.4mJ every 30 minutes), we will be able to
make the first ever systematic comparison of the aerosol atmospheres at both sites, an
important source of systematic uncertainty in the energy scales of both experiments. A
preliminary comparison between a set of 250 laser shots measured at the TA site and
simulations of the expected laser signal under varying aerosol attenuation conditions, is
shown in Fig. 7. (Note that this series of laser shots has been correctly calibrated to the
true laser energy, as there is a seasonal drift in the pulse energy of the TA CLF laser of
up to ⇠ 40%.) While this comparison is preliminary, it demonstrates FAST’s excellent
sensitivity to vertical laser shots and highlights the potential for FAST contributions to
the observatory’s atmospheric monitoring e↵orts.
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Figure 7: Average signal from 250 CLF traces measured at the TA site, compared with
the expectation from simulations for 3 di↵erent aerosol atmospheres. An aerosol scale
height of 1 km was assumed for all atmospheres, consistent with the TA assumption.

4.2 Infrastructure Requirements; Site Selection

FAST has a number of requirements for a candidate site: AC power, a container or
building for housing, a network connection, and a view of the CLF. An external trigger
from an existing FD building would also be useful. Placing FAST adjacent to an existing
FD building meets all these requirements, provided conduits for the necessary cabling.
With this in mind, we are considering two possible locations for the installation of the

Atmospheric monitor

Clear

Dirty

Event 529: log10(E(eV)): 17.86, Zen: 52.0◦, Azi: -81.0◦,
Core(19.25, -7.29), Rp: 5.12, Psi: 77.2◦, Xmax: 569 g/cm2

FoV(780 - 1102), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:38:07.968860386

Event 530: log10(E(eV)): 18.33, Zen: 64.1◦, Azi: 159.6◦,
Core(15.32, -9.36), Rp: 1.51, Psi: 28.5◦, Xmax: 1264 g/cm2

FoV(1795 - 1972), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:38:31.715231263

Event 531: log10(E(eV)): 18.55, Zen: 22.3◦, Azi: 71.3◦,
Core(14.02, -11.00), Rp: 3.03, Psi: 72.8◦, Xmax: 675 g/cm2

FoV(763 - 943), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:44:07.307401117

Event 532: log10(E(eV)): 17.40, Zen: 20.5◦, Azi: 79.7◦,
Core(15.31, -8.00), Rp: 4.37, Psi: 85.8◦, Xmax: 735 g/cm2

FoV(653 - 926), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:44:55.951705601

Event 533: log10(E(eV)): 17.52, Zen: 28.7◦, Azi: 157.3◦,
Core(15.79, -9.69), Rp: 2.34, Psi: 61.6◦, Xmax: 967 g/cm2

FoV(854 - 997), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:57:09.791621689

Event 534: log10(E(eV)): 17.30, Zen: 27.0◦, Azi: -104.7◦,
Core(16.45, -11.14), Rp: 1.06, Psi: 97.9◦, Xmax: 573 g/cm2

FoV(890 - 988), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:58:09.450048458

Event 535: log10(E(eV)): 18.66, Zen: 29.1◦, Azi: 97.8◦,
Core(9.79, -7.93), Rp: 7.43, Psi: 63.4◦, Xmax: 746 g/cm2

FoV(587 - 985), Date: 20161007, Time: 05:59:22.020589923

Event 536: log10(E(eV)): 18.36, Zen: 48.7◦, Azi: 44.3◦,
Core(15.78, -12.59), Rp: 0.97, Psi: 45.9◦, Xmax: 997 g/cm2

FoV(1264 - 1330), Date: 20161007, Time: 06:19:14.071172549

Event 537: log10(E(eV)): 17.32, Zen: 20.1◦, Azi: 178.9◦,
Core(14.93, -10.04), Rp: 2.80, Psi: 76.1◦, Xmax: 682 g/cm2

FoV(760 - 931), Date: 20161007, Time: 06:21:09.964425939

Event 538: log10(E(eV)): 17.21, Zen: 47.3◦, Azi: -81.2◦,
Core(14.72, -12.95), Rp: 1.91, Psi: 129.4◦, Xmax: 859 g/cm2

FoV(560 - 1294), Date: 20161007, Time: 06:44:44.630556591

Event 539: log10(E(eV)): 18.90, Zen: 51.0◦, Azi: 136.2◦, Core(-
5.24, -2.01), Rp: 16.93, Psi: 44.1◦, Xmax: 1024 g/cm2 FoV(620
- 1296), Date: 20161007, Time: 07:02:14.918199837

Event 540: log10(E(eV)): 17.26, Zen: 35.1◦, Azi: -87.8◦,
Core(13.56, -10.70), Rp: 3.10, Psi: 123.1◦, Xmax: 683 g/cm2

FoV(575 - 1067), Date: 20161007, Time: 07:03:02.976589946
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✦ Install the FAST prototypes at Auger and TA for a study of systematic 
uncertainties and a cross calibration.

✦ Profile reconstruction with geometry given by SD (1° in direction, 100 m in 
core location).

✦ Energy: 10%, Xmax : 35 g/cm2  at 1019.5 eV 

✦ Independent check of Energy and Xmax scale between Auger and TA

Possible application of the FAST prototypes

22

1. Introduction

The hybrid detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory [1] consists of 1600
surface stations – water Cherenkov tanks and their associated electronics – and
24 air fluorescence telescopes. The Observatory is located outside the city of
Malargüe, Argentina (69◦ W, 35◦ S, 1400 m a.s.l.) and the detector layout is
shown in Fig. 1. Details of the construction, deployment and maintenance of
the array of surface detectors are described elsewhere [2]. In this paper we will
concentrate on details of the fluorescence detector and its performance.

Figure 1: Status of the Pierre Auger Observatory as of March 2009. Gray dots show the
positions of surface detector stations, lighter gray shades indicate deployed detectors, while
dark gray defines empty positions. Light gray segments indicate the fields of view of 24
fluorescence telescopes which are located in four buildings on the perimeter of the surface
array. Also shown is a partially completed infill array near the Coihueco station and the
position of the Central Laser Facility (CLF, indicated by a white square). The description
of the CLF and also the description of all other atmospheric monitoring instruments of the
Pierre Auger Observatory is available in [3].

The detection of ultra-high energy (! 1018 eV) cosmic rays using nitrogen
fluorescence emission induced by extensive air showers is a well established
technique, used previously by the Fly’s Eye [4] and HiRes [5] experiments. It is
used also for the Telescope Array [6] project that is currently under construction,
and it has been proposed for the satellite-based EUSO and OWL projects.

Charged particles generated during the development of extensive air showers
excite atmospheric nitrogen molecules, and these molecules then emit fluores-
cence light in the ∼ 300 − 430 nm range. The number of emitted fluorescence
photons is proportional to the energy deposited in the atmosphere due to
electromagnetic energy losses by the charged particles. By measuring the rate
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a b s t r a c t

The Telescope Array (TA) experiment, located in the western desert of Utah, USA, is designed for the
observation of extensive air showers from extremely high energy cosmic rays. The experiment has a
surface detector array surrounded by three fluorescence detectors to enable simultaneous detection of
shower particles at ground level and fluorescence photons along the shower track. The TA surface
detectors and fluorescence detectors started full hybrid observation in March, 2008. In this article we
describe the design and technical features of the TA surface detector.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The main aim of the Telescope Array (TA) experiment [1] is to
explore the origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) using
their energy spectrum, composition and anisotropy. There are two
major methods of observation for detecting cosmic rays in the
energy region above 1017.5 eV. One method which was used at the
High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) experiment is to detect air
fluorescence light along air shower track using fluorescence
detectors. The other method, adopted by the AGASA experiment,
is to detect air shower particles at ground level using surface
detectors deployed over a wide area (! 100 km2).

The AGASA experiment reported that there were 11 events
above 1020 eV in the energy spectrum [2,3]. However, the
existence of the GZK cutoff [4,5] was reported by the HiRes

experiment [6]. The Pierre Auger experiment confirmed the
suppression on the cosmic ray flux at energy above 4"1019 eV
[7] using an energy scale obtained by fluorescence light tele-
scopes (FD). The contradiction between results from fluorescence
detectors and those from surface detector arrays (SD) remains to
be investigated by having independent energy scales using
both techniques. Hybrid observations with SD and FD enable
us to compare both energy scales. Information about core location
and impact timing from SD observation improves accuracy of
reconstruction of FD observations. Observations with surface
detectors have a nearly 100% duty cycle, which is an advantage
especially for studies of anisotropy. Correlations between arrival
directions of cosmic rays and astronomical objects in this energy
region should give a key to exploring the origin of UHECR [8] and
their propagation in the galactic magnetic field.

Fig. 1. Layout of the Telescope Array in Utah, USA. Squares denote 507 SDs. There are three subarrays controlled by three communication towers denoted by triangles. The
three star symbols denote the FD stations.

T. Abu-Zayyad et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 689 (2012) 87–9788

Auger collab., NIM-A (2010)
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Highlights from current-generation observatories

flux suppression at the highest energies

Auger dipole at E > 8 EeV, TA hotspot at E > 57 EeV, 2 doublets at  
E >100 EeV

gradually transition of mass composition above E > 3 EeV

Possible transition again at E > 50 EeV ? 

Muon deficits in hadron interaction models

Perspectives from ongoing upgrades, TA×4 and AugerPrime

Confirming the TA hotspot 

Origin of flux suppression from mass composition above 50 EeV

Proton fraction above 50 EeV, and anisotropies using light composition

23http://www.fast-project.org

Fluorescence detector Array of Single-pixel Telescopes (FAST)

Optimization to detect UHECR with economical fluorescence telescopes.

10 times larger effective area including duty cycle than Auger, TA×4

UHECR astronomy for nearby universe, directional anisotropy 
for energy spectrum and mass composition

All Sky Survey with TA&PAO 

12 

       Northern TA :   7 years 109 events (>57EeV) 
Southern Auger : 10 years 157 events (>57EeV) 

Oversampling with 20°-radius circle 

Southern hotspot is seen at Cen A(Pre-trial ~3.6σ) 

No correction for 
E scale difference 
b/w TA and PAO !! 

9

FLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeVFLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeV

Galactic center
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Summary and future perspectives

E > 8 EeV

E > 57 EeV

http://www.fast-project.org
http://www.fast-project.org


Physics goal and future perspectives

24

Origin and nature of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays and
particle interactions at the highest energies

Exposure and full sky coverage
TA×4 + Auger
K-EUSO : pioneer detection from 
space with an uniform exposure in 
northern/southern hemispheres

Detector R&D
Radio, SiPM, 
Low-cost 
fluorescence 
detector

“Precision” measurements 
AugerPrime 
Low energy enhancement
(Auger infill+HEAT+AMIGA,
TALE+TA-muon+NICHE)
LHCf/RHICf

5 - 10 years 

Next generation observatories
In space (100×exposure): POEMMA
Ground (10×exposure with high quality events): Future ground arrays

10 - 20 years
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Backup slides



Possible site in northern hemisphere
26

U.S.$Light$Pollu.on$Map$

✦ Northern site: USA

✦ Southern site: Argentina

Possible site

Utah
219,900 km²



Challenges for fluorescence detectors

27

May 18th 2018

✦ Maintenance-free detector

✦ Automated operation in the night, fail 
safe to protect detector

✦ Powered by solar panel and batteries 
and DAQ via wireless-LAN 
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UHECR events
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Event 925: log10(E(eV)): 17.61, Zen: 19.9◦, Azi: -159.5◦,
Core(15.41, -11.22), Rp: 1.80, Psi: 87.9◦, Xmax: 910 g/cm2

FoV(796 - 926), Date: 20170621, Time: 07:18:06.722808038

Event 926: log10(E(eV)): 18.17, Zen: 50.6◦, Azi: -32.8◦,
Core(14.59, -11.87), Rp: 2.15, Psi: 117.7◦, Xmax: 851 g/cm2

FoV(539 - 1372), Date: 20170621, Time: 07:24:35.448785076

Event 927: log10(E(eV)): 17.61, Zen: 5.3◦, Azi: -10.6◦,
Core(12.15, -10.82), Rp: 5.01, Psi: 92.4◦, Xmax: 683 g/cm2

FoV(553 - 865), Date: 20170621, Time: 07:52:36.129631080

Event 928: log10(E(eV)): 17.51, Zen: 56.7◦, Azi: -18.0◦,
Core(12.48, -13.01), Rp: 4.62, Psi: 95.1◦, Xmax: 910 g/cm2

FoV(13 - 1300), Date: 20170621, Time: 07:54:47.960610358

Event 929: log10(E(eV)): 17.49, Zen: 13.1◦, Azi: -60.1◦,
Core(14.48, -9.32), Rp: 3.63, Psi: 102.7◦, Xmax: 620 g/cm2

FoV(612 - 889), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:00:25.749136640

Event 930: log10(E(eV)): 17.58, Zen: 32.5◦, Azi: -77.7◦,
Core(15.27, -9.92), Rp: 2.49, Psi: 115.1◦, Xmax: 531 g/cm2

FoV(697 - 988), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:12:01.448810162

Event 931: log10(E(eV)): 18.31, Zen: 35.1◦, Azi: -48.0◦,
Core(10.40, -11.40), Rp: 5.89, Psi: 117.7◦, Xmax: 757 g/cm2

FoV(347 - 1051), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:12:17.323471389

Event 932: log10(E(eV)): 17.34, Zen: 37.1◦, Azi: -70.1◦,
Core(13.41, -11.11), Rp: 2.97, Psi: 127.1◦, Xmax: 707 g/cm2

FoV(528 - 1086), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:12:54.419784876

Event 933: log10(E(eV)): 17.88, Zen: 20.8◦, Azi: 70.9◦,
Core(9.92, -13.02), Rp: 6.72, Psi: 69.8◦, Xmax: 742 g/cm2

FoV(562 - 917), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:25:01.089745175

Event 934: log10(E(eV)): 18.35, Zen: 8.6◦, Azi: -128.7◦,
Core(7.05, -6.15), Rp: 11.56, Psi: 93.2◦, Xmax: 823 g/cm2

FoV(435 - 855), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:34:22.347158154

Event 935: log10(E(eV)): 17.88, Zen: 37.6◦, Azi: 21.8◦,
Core(7.93, -7.40), Rp: 10.19, Psi: 93.4◦, Xmax: 694 g/cm2

FoV(326 - 1051), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:41:56.060149523

Event 936: log10(E(eV)): 17.04, Zen: 31.5◦, Azi: -48.5◦,
Core(14.26, -11.74), Rp: 2.50, Psi: 115.4◦, Xmax: 680 g/cm2

FoV(690 - 1020), Date: 20170621, Time: 08:47:52.445306498
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Comparison with TA FD result

Event 1165: log10(E(eV)): 17.41, Zen: 34.1◦, Azi: -8.5◦,
Core(12.31, -10.00), Rp: 4.89, Psi: 107.5◦, Xmax: 633 g/cm2

FoV(526 - 1036), Date: 20170626, Time: 09:16:18.550749668

Event 1166: log10(E(eV)): 19.31, Zen: 61.6◦, Azi: 68.8◦,
Core(5.91, -13.77), Rp: 5.76, Psi: 30.9◦, Xmax: 884 g/cm2

FoV(1176 - 1401), Date: 20170626, Time: 09:28:24.343858642

Event 1167: log10(E(eV)): 18.86, Zen: 59.9◦, Azi: -28.1◦,
Core(10.36, -22.86), Rp: 11.43, Psi: 64.0◦, Xmax: 763 g/cm2

FoV(339 - 1045), Date: 20170626, Time: 09:29:06.957160695

Event 1168: log10(E(eV)): 17.18, Zen: 55.0◦, Azi: -30.6◦,
Core(15.32, -5.17), Rp: 4.38, Psi: 141.8◦, Xmax: 556 g/cm2

FoV(0 - 1498), Date: 20170626, Time: 09:47:40.592448960

Event 1169: log10(E(eV)): 18.37, Zen: 50.9◦, Azi: 137.2◦,
Core(1.65, -5.84), Rp: 11.80, Psi: 45.6◦, Xmax: 531 g/cm2

FoV(563 - 1201), Date: 20170627, Time: 05:34:09.558166487

Event 1170: log10(E(eV)): 17.66, Zen: 28.6◦, Azi: 61.4◦,
Core(12.34, -13.54), Rp: 4.34, Psi: 62.1◦, Xmax: 714 g/cm2

FoV(733 - 982), Date: 20170627, Time: 05:37:48.762766598

Event 1171: log10(E(eV)): 17.06, Zen: 47.0◦, Azi: -30.5◦,
Core(13.52, -9.46), Rp: 3.21, Psi: 132.5◦, Xmax: 709 g/cm2

FoV(245 - 1270), Date: 20170627, Time: 05:55:55.080425169

Event 1172: log10(E(eV)): 17.82, Zen: 41.7◦, Azi: -94.8◦,
Core(15.66, -10.92), Rp: 1.55, Psi: 118.5◦, Xmax: 625 g/cm2

FoV(831 - 1168), Date: 20170627, Time: 06:18:47.550166386

Event 1173: log10(E(eV)): 18.89, Zen: 62.2◦, Azi: 36.4◦,
Core(1.85, -11.82), Rp: 13.01, Psi: 59.3◦, Xmax: 629 g/cm2

FoV(355 - 939), Date: 20170627, Time: 06:19:56.488013290

Event 1174: log10(E(eV)): 17.46, Zen: 21.4◦, Azi: -16.3◦,
Core(16.28, -9.92), Rp: 2.09, Psi: 111.5◦, Xmax: 473 g/cm2

FoV(719 - 934), Date: 20170627, Time: 06:20:00.312939337

Event 1175: log10(E(eV)): 17.26, Zen: 16.3◦, Azi: -140.0◦,
Core(14.89, -12.14), Rp: 2.08, Psi: 101.1◦, Xmax: 670 g/cm2

FoV(737 - 906), Date: 20170627, Time: 06:23:47.915706580

Event 1176: log10(E(eV)): 17.73, Zen: 27.8◦, Azi: -49.2◦,
Core(9.97, -16.29), Rp: 8.14, Psi: 98.4◦, Xmax: 719 g/cm2

FoV(405 - 906), Date: 20170627, Time: 06:30:18.877261750

99

out-going 
geometry

in-coming 
geometry

Preliminary result
logE=17.8
Rp: 1.6 km

Preliminary result
logE=17.6
Rp: 1.8 km



Entire Sky Spectra

10

Energy spectrum shapes at highest energies

30D. Ivanov et al., Spectrum working group, Proc. of ICRC 2017

Auger-TA Common Declination 
Band Spectrum Analysis

• Restrict δ to [-15o ,24.8o] range

• Excludes TA hot spot

• Inependence of exposure on 
declination (aka “1/ω method”):

𝐽 / 𝐸 = 1
ΔΩΔ𝐸

1
ω(δ )

(UHECR 2016 proceedings)

9

Common Declination Band

Better agreement between TA and Auger 
in the common declination band

11

Common 
declination band

Entire skies of 
Auger and TA



Energy spectrum
31

F. Fenu, M. Unger in ICRC 2017

Combined Energy SpectrumCombined Energy Spectrum
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[9 of 30]

Power-Law Fit

logEank = 18.69 ± 0.02

logEsup = 19.81 ± 0.04

E 3.27±0.03 E 2.69±0.02

E 4.63±0.49

Nexp (no suppression): 79.8 
Nobs: 26 
Prob.: 2.2x10-12, 6.92 σ

11

Y. Tsunesada in ICRC 2017

Es = 65 ± 5 EeV

Es = 39 ± 2 EeV

Eankle = 4.9 ± 0.2 EeV

Eankle = 5.08 ± 0.06 EeV
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  14

X
max

 moments
(combining HeCo and FD-standard)

V. de Souza et al (Mass Composition 
WG), Proc. of ICRC 2017 

14

14

TA data
AugerMix

2

Take away message

We present the 
solution for a 
decade-long 
controversy.

TA and Auger 

composition measurements (Xmax) 

agree within the systematics 

18.2 < log
10

(E/eV) < 19.0

/

J. Bellido et al., Proc. of ICRC 2017

Mass composition (width of Xmax distribution)

  10

X
max

 moments
(combining HeCo and FD-standard)

N = 801 events N = 132 events



‣ Energy spectrum in a broad 
energy range of 109 - 1020 eV
‣ Cosmic rays with energies 

above 1020 eV (100 EeV)
‣ 3 order of magnitude larger 

energies than one in particle 
accelerator. 

‣ Very infrequent flux 
‣ Large detection coverage and 

long observation period 33

Landing at Bad saarow, 
Germany on Aug. 7th, 1912

Anniversary on Aug. 7th 2012

1 particle/m2/yr

1 particle/km2/yr
1 particle/

km2/century

Ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs)
E2.5 J(E)

V. F. Hess, Phys. 
Z. 13, 1804 (1912)
5350 m

W. Kolhörster, Physikalische 
Zeitschrift 14 (1913) 1153–1156.
6300 m, 9300 m (1914)



Hillas&plot�

Galactic origin
supernova remnants,
galactic center

Extragalactic 
origin?

IC443 W44

γ : Lorentz factor of shock
Z : atomic number
B : magnetic field strength
R : size

Cosmic-ray acceleration scenarios
E2.5 J(E)

A. M. Hillas, Astron. Astrophys., 22, 425 (1984)

9

FLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeVFLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeV

Galactic center

Equatorial coordinates

Pierre Auger collab. Science 
357, 1266 (2017)

Fermi-LAT collab. Science 339, 807 (2013)
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Figure 3: Proton and gamma-ray spectra determined for IC 443 and W44. Also shown are
the broadband spectral flux points derived in this study, along with TeV spectral data points for
IC 443 from MAGIC (29) and VERITAS (30). The curvature evident in the proton distribution
at ∼ 2 GeV is a consequence of the display in energy space (rather than momentum space).
Gamma-ray spectra from the protons were computed using the energy-dependent cross section
parameterized by (32). We took into account accelerated nuclei (heavier than protons) as well
as nuclei in the target gas by applying an enhancement factor of 1.85 (33). Note that models
of the gamma-ray production via pp interactions have some uncertainty. Relative to the model
adopted here, an alternative model of (6) predicts∼ 30% less photon flux near 70 MeV; the two
models agree with each other to better than 15% above 200 MeV. The proton spectra assume
average gas densities of n = 20 cm−3 (IC 443) and n = 100 cm−3 (W44) and distances of 1.5
kpc (IC 443) and 2.9 kpc (W44).

Sgr A* Sgr A*

a b

Figure 1: VHE �-ray image of the Galactic Centre region. The colour scale indicates counts per 0.02�⇥0.02� pixel.
Left panel: The black lines outline the regions used to calculate the CR energy density throughout the central molecular
zone. A section of 66� is excluded from the annuli (see Methods). White contour lines indicate the density distribution
of molecular gas, as traced by its CS line emission30. The inset shows the simulation of a point-like source. Right

panel: Zoomed view of the inner ⇠ 70 pc and the contour of the region used to extract the spectrum of the diffuse
emission.
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 = 2.9 PeV
68% CL

cut,pModel: Diffuse emission E

 = 0.6 PeV
90% CL

cut,pModel: Diffuse emission E

 = 0.4 PeV
95% CL

cut,pModel: Diffuse emission E

HESS J1745-290

Figure 3: VHE �-ray spectra of the diffuse emission and HESS J1745-290. The Y axis shows fluxes multiplied by
a factor E2, where E is the energy on the X axis, in units of TeVcm�2s�1. The vertical and horizontal error bars show
the 1� statistical error and bin size, respectively. Arrows represent 2� flux upper limits. The 1� confidence bands of
the best-fit spectra of the diffuse and HESS J1745-290 are shown in red and blue shaded areas, respectively. Spectral
parameters are given in Methods. The red lines show the numerical computations assuming that �-rays result from
the decay of neutral pions produced by proton-proton interactions. The fluxes of the diffuse emission spectrum and
models are multiplied by 10.

9

H.E.S.S. collab., Nature 
531, 476 (2016)



A directional reconstruction of the dipole

3513

Accounting GMF deflections

Z ~ 1.7 – 5  at 10 EeV E/Z ~ 2 – 5  EeV
[Auger Coll. PRD 90 (2014) 122006]

The flux-weighted dipole from IR galaxy distribution in 

2MRS points to (l,b)=(251º,38º)  → ~55º from observed
[Erdogdu et al. 2006]

[Jansson and Farrar ApJ 757 (2012) 14]

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

Improves agreement 
observation ↔2MRS12

Large-scale anisotropy can arise from:

➔ Inhomogeneous large-scale distribution of sources
 

➔ Diffusion in extragalactic magnetic fields from dominant nearby sources 

Typical dipole amplitudes ~ 5-20% at 10 EeV,
depending on source distribution and CR composition

DISCUSSION DISCUSSION 

2MASS Redshift Survey

10

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DIPOLERECONSTRUCTION OF THE DIPOLE

➔ right ascension distribution sensitive to 
equatorial dipole component

➔ Azimuth distribution sensitive to N-S dipole

E > 8 EeV
Dipole 6.5% amplitude  
(α

d
,δ

d
) = (100º,-24º)

6.5% dipole amplitude 
Equatorial (αd, δd)=(100°, -24°)

Galactic (l, b)=(233°, -13°)

2 micron all-sky redshift survey (2MRS)

O. Taborda et al., ICRC 2017 Pierre Auger collab. Science 357, 1266 (2017)
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Largest cosmic ray detector in the Northern hemisphere 
~ 700 km2 at Utah, USA
Fluorescence detector + Surface detector array

PMT

16×16
PMTs

Fluorescence Detector 
Spherical segment mirror (6.8 m2) + 256 Photomultiplier 
tube(PMTs)/camera, 12 newly designed telescopes

Surface Detector Array
507 Scintillator, 1.2 km spacing

Fluorescence detector  
HiRes experiment,
Spherical mirror 5.2 m2,
256 PMTs/camera,
14 telescopes

Telescope Array Experiment (TA)

35 km



Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger)
The world’s largest UHECR observatory 3000 km2

(2004 - ) completed in 2008

Surface Detector (SD)
Water Cherenkov Tank
1.5 km spacing, 1600 
stations

The Pierre Auger Observatory 13

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic depiction of a surface detector station [28]; (b) a surface
detector station deployed in the field.

tubes (PMTs) are optically coupled to the water and symmetrically positioned on
top of the tank with a distance of 1.2m between each other. Each detector is de-
vised to work completely stand-alone, thus, every tank is equipped with a battery
box and a solar power system providing the 10W average power required for the
tank electronics [29]. A GPS (Global Positioning System) unit is installed at each
tank as a basis for time synchronization between the detector and the Central Data
Acquisition System (CDAS) as well as for providing precise information about the
tank’s position. The communication between the detector and the CDAS is achieved
wirelessly via one of the four communication beacons located near the FD sites at
the perimeter of the array.

To detect charged particles from extensive air showers, the Cherenkov e↵ect is ex-
ploited [30]. When the velocity of a charged particle traversing a medium is greater
than the speed of light in this medium, Cherenkov light is emitted by this particle in
a cone along its trajectory. The Cherenkov light produced in the tank by secondary
particles from extensive air showers, mostly muons and electrons, is detected by the
PMTs mounted on top of the tank and converted into a current pulse. To increase
the amount of Cherenkov light collected, a reflective layer of high-density polyethy-
lene fabric covers the inside of the tank. The signals from the PMTs are read out
and digitized by Flash Analog-to-Digital Converters (FADCs) at a rate of 40 million
samples per second. The PMT signal traces recorded by the FADCs are stored for
10 s so they can be sent to the CDAS on demand [29].

Since the detector stations are designed to work completely independent of each
other, they are able to calibrate themselves using muon signals [29]. To perform the
calibration, the measured spectrum is compared to the known energy distribution of

4 

Pierre Auger Observatory 

Xth Rencontres du Vietnam, Quy Nhon August 2014 

Fluorescence Detector (FD)
3.4 m spherical mirror, 440 PMT, 30° × 30° FOV
light guide + collector ring, 4 × 6 telescope

The Pierre Auger Observatory 

1665 surface detectors: 
water-Cherenkov tanks 
(grid of 1.5 km, 3000 km2)

4 fluorescence detectors 
(24 telescopes in total)

LIDARs and laser facilities

High elevation 
telescopes

20

 Infill array of 750 m,
 Radio antenna array 

Southern hemisphere:
Province Mendoza, Argentina
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Southern hemisphere:
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The Pierre Auger Observatory 

1665 surface detectors: 
water-Cherenkov tanks 
(grid of 1.5 km, 3000 km2)

4 fluorescence detectors 
(24 telescopes in total)

LIDARs and laser facilities

High elevation 
telescopes

20

 Infill array of 750 m,
 Radio antenna array 

Southern hemisphere:
Province Mendoza, Argentina
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TA/Auger exposure comparison

38

UHE ExposureUHE Exposure
Auger Anisotropy ICRC17: 9.0⇥104 km2 sr yr

Auger Spectrum ICRC17: 6.7⇥104 km2 sr yr

TA Spectrum ICRC17:
0.8⇥104 km2 sr yr

AGASA

[5 of 30]M. Unger in ICRC 2017

TA and Auger Surface Detectors

Pierre Auger: 3000 km2 Telescope Array:700 km2

(not drawn to scale) 3

TA and Auger Surface Detectors

Pierre Auger: 3000 km2 Telescope Array:700 km2

(not drawn to scale) 3
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  20

X
max

 distributions

(FD)

20

four components composition model

Proton, Helium, Nitrogen and Iron

Sum of four components

Interpreting X
max

 distributions with QGSJETII-04

J. Bellido in ICRC 2017

  21

Composition fractions 
(obtained from fits to the X

max 
distributions)

21

Mass composition



An attenuation factor of the flux map

40Pierre Auger Collaboration, JCAP 04, (2017) 038

JCAP04(2017)038
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Figure 4. Same as figure 3 at the local minimum at γ = 2.04, SPG propagation model, EPOS-LHC
UHECR-air interactions.

both statistical and systematic uncertainties of the measurement. Also shown are shifts in
the energy scale and Xmax scale of the experiment as preferred by the fit. Both remain
within one standard deviation of the given uncertainties. The effect of fixed shifts within the
experimental systematics are reported in table 4.

From the results one can infer that the total deviance of the fit is not strongly sensitive
to shifts in the energy scale, though the injection mass fractions are. This is because an
increase (or decrease) in the observed position of the energy cutoff can be reproduced by
assuming a heavier (lighter) mass composition, as the photo-disintegration threshold energy
is roughly proportional to the mass number of the nuclei.

On the other hand, a negative 1 σ change on the Xmax scale does not change D(J)
and slightly improves D(Xmax) and moves γ towards somewhat larger values. A positive
change dramatically drives γ towards negative values outside the fitted interval and moves
Rcut towards lower values, since it implies a lighter composition at all energies, in strong
disagreement with the width of the Xmax distributions. Taking into account systematics as
in tables 3 and 4, the p-value of the best fit becomes p ≈ 6%. In figures 5, 6 the changes of
the D(γ) and D(Rcut) relations with systematics are reported.

– 14 –
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Figure 3. Top: simulated energy spectrum of UHECRs (multiplied by E3) at the top of the Earth’s
atmosphere, obtained with the best-fit parameters for the reference model using the procedure de-
scribed in section 3. Partial spectra are grouped as in figure 2. For comparison the fitted spectrum
is reported together with the spectrum in [4] (filled circles). Bottom: average and standard deviation
of the Xmax distribution as predicted (assuming EPOS-LHC UHECR-air interactions) for the model
(brown) versus pure 1H (red), 4He (grey), 14N (green) and 56Fe (blue), dashed lines. Only the energy
range where the brown lines are solid is included in the fit.

H He N Si γ

He −0.78

N −0.61 −0.01

Si −0.43 −0.08 +0.75

γ −0.26 −0.32 +0.80 +0.89

log10(Rcut/V) −0.59 +0.00 +0.93 +0.84 +0.86

Table 2. Correlation coefficients among fit parameters (SPG model, EPOS-LHC UHECR-air inter-
actions) as derived from the mock simulated sets.

Including the systematics as nuisance parameters in the fit, we obtain the results in
table 3. Here the average value and uncertainty interval of the model parameters include

– 13 –

Scenario A: EPOS-LHC, hard injection γ=1.0 Scenario B: EPOS-LHC, γ=2.0
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E. Parizot (APC, Paris 7)Kyoto, 11 October 2016 UHECR 2016 / GCR-EGCR transition

23

Very appealing GCR/EGCR transition picture

3 1015 eV 8 1016 1017  eV3 1018

protons
Fe

EGCR

GCR

GCR

Transition

not a free parameter!
(pre-knee composition)

UHECRs

factor 26

à Is the light UHECR component too soft?

E. Parizot (APC, Paris 7)Kyoto, 11 October 2016 UHECR 2016 / GCR-EGCR transition

21

Quite a simple and natural picture!

slope x = 3.3

knee

pre-knee slope

slope x = 3.3

• same slope! 
• natural match 
to the knee!

Fe knee

3 1015 eV

E. Parizot in UHECR 2016



Mass composition using Auger SD

42

This definition makes it sensitive to the 
muon-to-electron ratio of the total signal
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The risetime is the time taken by the integrated 
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The Risetime, t1/2

The risetime is the time taken by the integrated signal of the 
surface detectors to rise from the 10% to 50% of its total value
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This definition makes it sensitive to the muon-to-
electron ratio of the total signal

11Cosmic Rays Introduction 
The Risetime and the Observable <Δ>  

Hadronic Interaction with the <Δ> Method 
Mass composition with the <Δ> Method
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50%

Dependence on 
zenith angle

19.0 < log(E/eV) <19.2
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QGSJetII-04
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E = 10 EeV
θ =  30 º
r = 1000 m
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This method combines risetimes from individual detectors into one 
observable representing the whole event.

The observable Δs is the average deviation of risetimes within an 
event from the expected average risetime:  

after accounting for measurement uncertainties 

N: number of detectors in an event
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The Delta Method
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This method combines risetimes from individual detectors into one 
observable representing the whole event.

The observable Δs is the average deviation of risetimes within an 
event from the expected average risetime:  

after accounting for measurement uncertainties 

N: number of detectors in an event

4

The Delta Method

4

18-07-2017

We study the evolution of the mean values of Δs as a function of energy 
and we include a comparison with those from the models
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 Δs increases with the energy and it is zero in the 
benchmark energy bin for both analyses
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This definition makes it sensitive to the 
muon-to-electron ratio of the total signal
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The Risetime, t1/2

The risetime is the time taken by the integrated 
signal of the surface detectors to rise from 10% to 

50% of its total value

The Risetime, t1/2

The risetime is the time taken by the integrated signal of the 
surface detectors to rise from the 10% to 50% of its total value
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θ =  30 º
r = 1000 m

We calibrate the Δs using Reconstructed Hybrid Events measured 
simultaneously with the fluorescence and the surface detectors

Calibration with Hybrid Events

maximize the information from the 
electromagnetic component in Δs

With the calibration we obtain a surrogate of Xmax for the selected SD events
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Xmax = a + bΔs + clog(E/eV)

P. Sanchez-Lucas in ICRC 2017
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E > 8 EeV

NORMALIZED RATENORMALIZED RATE

Compatible with dipolar distribution

First Harmonic 
(χ2/dof = 10.5/10)

An observation of a dipole above 8 EeV
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FLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeVFLUX MAP ABOVE 8 EeV

Galactic center

Equatorial coordinates

Observation of Dipolar anisotropy above 8 EeVObservation of Dipolar anisotropy above 8 EeV
Harmonic analysis in right ascension ↵

E [EeV] events amplitude r phase [deg.] P (� r)

4-8 81701 0.005+0.006
�0.002 80 ± 60 0.60

> 8 32187 0.047+0.008
�0.007 100 ± 10 2.6 ⇥ 10�8

significant modulation at 5.2� (5.6� before penalization for energy bins explored)
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3-d dipole above 8 EeV:

(6.5+1.3
�0.9)% at (↵, �) = (100�, �24�)

[22 of 30]

Pierre Auger Collab. Science 357, 1266 (2017)

Jan/2004 – Aug/2016

Zenith < 80° → covering 85% of the sky

E > 4 EeV → full trigger efficiency 
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Ursa Major Cluster 
(D=20Mpc) 

Virgo Cluster 
(D=20Mpc) 

Dots : 2MASS catalog Heliocentric velocity <3000 km/s (D<~45MpC)  

Nearby Galaxy Clusters 
Perseus-Pisces  
      Supercluster  
         (D=70Mpc) 
 

13 

TA hotspot is found near the Ursa Major Cluster 
TA & PAO found no excess in the direction of Virgo. 

Huchra, et al, ApJ, (2012) 

Centaurus  
Supercluster (D=60Mpc) 

    Eridanus  
  Cluster  
(D=30Mpc) 

    Fornax Cluster 
 (D=20Mpc) 

K. Kawata in ICRC 2015
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FIG. 3. UHECR spectrum as observed in Akeno (triangles) and AGASA (filled circles) experi-

ments. The curves show the predicted differential spectra for the uniform distribution of sources with

or without evolution. The case without evolution (m = 0, γg = 2.7) is given by curves (1),(2),(3)

for maximum generation energy Emax = 3 · 1020 eV, 1 · 1021 eV and ∞, respectively. The dashed

curve 4 describes the evolutionary model with m = 4, γg = 2.45 and Emax = ∞.

We can fit the Akeno-AGASA data in both cases, with and without evolution. The

spectra without evolution, m = 0 can fit the data starting from relatively high energy

E ≥ 1 ·1018 eV. The fit needs γg = 2.7. The curves 1, 2 and 3 in Fig.3 show the spectra with

different Emax equal to 3 ·1020 eV, 1 ·1021 eV and ∞, respectively. The fit without evolution

(curves 1, 2, 3) needs L0 = 4.7 · 1051 erg/Mpc3yr, while the fit for evolutionary case (curve

4) needs L0 = 1.3 · 1049 erg/Mpc3yr. The difference between these two emissivities is caused

mainly by flatter generation spectrum in the evolutionary case.

The required emissivities can be compared with most powerful local emissivity given by

Seyfert galaxies LSy = nSyLSy. Using the space density of Seyfert galaxies nSy ∼ 10−77 cm−3

9

V. Berezinsky et al., (2001)
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Upper limits to the integrated photon flux

Feldman-Cousins limit 
to the number of photons

E-2 spectrum-weighted

average exposure for E
g 
> E

0

 

Fγ (Eγ>E0)=
N γ

⟨ℇ⟩

E
0
 

[EeV]

 ·ꜫÒ
[km2 sr yr]

Fg  (95% CL)

[km-2 yr-1 sr-1]

10 5200  1.9 x 10-3

20 6800  1.0 x 10-3

40 6300  4.9 x 10-4
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Conclusions
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→ 01/01/04–15/05/13 
    4 photon candidates above 10 EeV
→ strictest limits in the range E > 1 EeV
→ top-down model strongly disfavoured
→ preliminary U.L. above 10 EeV start constraining 
    the most optimistic models of cosmogenic photons 
    with p primaries injected at the source 

 

→ 01/01/04–20/06/13 no n candidate

→ search not limited by background 
→ limit below the WB bound
→ top-down (exotic) models strongly constrained
→ cosmogenic model with pure p composition 
    at the source and strong FRII evolution disfavoured

n

g

First detection of UHE photons and neutrinos

FAST FAST

FAST UHECR Anisotropy
with ~10x statistics

All Sky Survey with TA&PAO 

12 

       Northern TA :   7 years 109 events (>57EeV) 
Southern Auger : 10 years 157 events (>57EeV) 

Oversampling with 20°-radius circle 

Southern hotspot is seen at Cen A(Pre-trial ~3.6σ) 

No correction for 
E scale difference 
b/w TA and PAO !! 
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FIG. 12. SPE peak height distribution used to set discrimi-
nator threshold value. The pedestal ends at around a height
of 350 ADC counts. Dividing this by the 4095 dynamic range
of the FADC gives a discriminator threshold of ⇡ 85 mV.

in wavelength. A NIST calibrated photodiode provides
the absolute calibration for the incident light flux, deter-
mining N� through a powermeter readout. The flux is
reduced to the SPE level measurable by the PMT using
an integrating sphere of known transmission and incorpo-
rating the light attenuation coe�cient of the apparatus13,
↵ = (5.828± 0.018)⇥ 10�4. Eq. 5 can thus be rewritten:

✏ =
Npe

N�
= Npe ⇥

hc

Pt�↵
(6)

where � is the wavelength, P is the powermeter read-
ing, and t is the read out time for each step. Typical
powermeter readings are pico-Watt order-of-magnitude.

As before, we perform a SPE spectrum measurement,
obtaining both the pedestal and SPE peak. We introduce
a discriminator to the readout electronics. The PMT sig-
nal goes through the amplifier and into the discriminator
input. By increasing the discriminator threshold value,
we remove the pedestal and ensure that only SPEs are re-
ceived. The discriminator value is determined using the
peak height distribution of SPE events (Fig. 12), taking
the height position after the pedestal peak and dividing
it by the dynamic range of the FADC.

Once the discriminator value is set, its output is placed
into a quad timer to check the rate, and then switched to
a scaler to count SPEs. After the setup is complete, with
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Detection Efficiency: FAST PMTs
Hamamatsu (Scaled)
PMT ZS0025
PMT ZS0024
PMT ZS0022
PMT ZS0018

18. HV = 2169V, Disc = 38mV, x20 Amp

22. HV = 2252V, Disc = 50mV, x20 Amp

24. HV = 2266V, Disc = 85mV, x20 Amp

25. HV = 2000V, Disc = 44mV, x20 Amp

FIG. 13. Detection e�ciency results with Hamamatsu mea-
surement for comparison.

the powermeter and monochromator initialized, any re-
maining lights in the lab are switched o↵. The computer
in the lab is accessed remotely to begin data acquisi-
tion. The DAQ program controls the monochromator
and powermeter. It obtains and averages 10,000 read-
ings from the powermeter over 10 s for a given step; the
error, �P , is calculated in quadrature from Poisson statis-
tics on both powermeter readings, lamp signal and back-
ground. The lamp background corresponds to when the
powermeter values are read out while the monochroma-
tor shutter is kept closed; the lamp signal is obtained for
an open shutter. The final power value used in calcu-
lating detection e�ciency is the di↵erence between these
(P = Plamp,sig � Plamp,bkd). The PMT rate, R, is calcu-
lated in a similar way, with open and closed shutters cor-
responding to signal and background, respectively. The
detection e�ciency is calculated using Eq. 6, and the
statistical error is given by Eq. 7, 8, 9:

�P = P ⇥

s

(
�Plamp,sig

Plamp,sig
)2 + (

�Plamp,bkd

Plamp,bkd
)2 (7)

�R = R⇥

s

(
�Rsig

Rsig
)2 + (

�Rbkd

Rbkd
)2 (8)

�✏,stat = ✏⇥
r
(
�P
P

)2 + (
�R
R

)2 + (
�↵
↵
)2 (9)

A result for the detection e�ciency measurement of the
PMTs can be found in Fig. 13. The results are plotted
alongside scaled-down data provided by a Hamamatsu
measurement. Hamamatsu only incorporates quantum
e�ciency, not collection e�ciency. PMT detection e�-
ciency peaks at ⇡ 20% close to 400 nm.
From detection e�ciency results, we observe two

“bumps” near 200 nm and 350 nm. We expect the de-
tection e�ciency to have a smooth peak, as shown in the

PMT Calibration of FAST

46

6"
"

 
Figure 3: Diagram of experimental setup for the measurement of wavelength-dependent 

detection efficiency using a deuterium lamp. The monochromator can be replaced by a mirror, 
shown in gray, for measurements of absolute detection efficiency using the laser source. The 

number labels correspond to equipment information listed in Table 1 and referenced in the text. 
 
 

 
(1) PMT Hamamatsu Photomultiplier Tube, Type 

H7195P(R329P) 
(2) Detector Newport 918D-UV Photodiode Detectors 
(3) Powermeter Newport 2936-C Powermeter 
(4) Laser Newport Excelsior 375 CW Laser 
(5) Integrating Sphere Newport General Purpose Integrating Sphere, Model 

70675 
(6) Spectrum Lamp Newport Deuterium Lamp, Model 60000 
(7) Lamp Power Supply Newport Deuterium Lamp Power Supply, Model 

68840 
(8) Monochromator Newport Cornerstone 130TM Motorized 1/8m 

Monochromator, Model 74000 
(9) Spectrophotometer Newport Spectrophotometer, Model 77700 
(10) Calibration Lamp Newport Pencil Style HgAr Calibration Lamp, Model 

6047 

Table 1: Equipment List, numbers correspond to diagram in Figure 3 
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Readout Electronics
Ortec 401A NIM Bin & TennElec TC-911 Power Supply
4-Ch HV Programmable Power Supply (CAEN N1471H)
SIS3350 500 MHz 12-bit FADC/Digitizer
Dual Timer (CAEN N93B)
Quad Scaler & Preset Counter Timer (CAEN N145)
8-Ch Variable Gain Amplifier (Phillips Mod. 777)
8-Ch Low Threshold Discriminator (CAEN N417)
15-Input Scaler (CAEN V260N)
3-Fold Logic Unit (CAEN N405)

Tab. 2 Readout Electronics

A. Single Photoelectron Measurement

The Hamamatsu R5912-03 MOD PMTs used consist
of 8 dynodes, come with a 20-pin base, and have a HV
range up to ⇡ 2600 V. Each of the PMTs is prefixed
with “ZS”, followed by the PMT number. We test the
response of the PMT anode by obtaining a single photo-
electron (SPE) spectrum measurement. We place a single
LED, sourced from the first output of the dual-channel
function generator (FG), in front of the PMT. The LED
is pulsed at a frequency of 100 kHz; typical LED ampli-
tude and width values are ⇡ 1.5 V and ⇡ 100 ns.

The anode output from the PMT is connected to the
input of the variable gain amplifier; the two resulting
amplified outputs are put into the FADC input and first
channel of the oscilloscope, respectively. The PMT anode
signal is a charge signal; the FADC converts the signal to
counts with a dynamic range of 0 to 4095 (12-bit range).
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FIG. 6. PMT ZS0022 individual SPE event (top); SPE signal
averaged over all events (bottom).

The second channel of the FG is used for an external
trigger. The FG trigger settings are adjusted to match
the relevant NIM signal: the width is set to 20 µs, the
amplitude to -800 mV. The pulsed LED signal and FG
trigger are synchronized coarsely using a dual timer mod-
ule and more finely with the delay setting on the FG. The

trigger output is initially placed into the second channel
of the oscilloscope, and the LED voltage is adjusted un-
til a SPE signal is obtained. The signal is of order 100
mV amplitude; when executing consecutive single-shot
acquisitions on the scope, the goal is to obtain a SPE
signal every ten acquisitions. Once this is the case, the
trigger is put in the FADC for one minute of event read-
out; a typical run will have about 5000 events. Events
are averaged over to smooth out the SPE signal (Fig. 6).
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FIG. 7. Integrated count distribution of SPE signals, includ-
ing pedestal (left peak) and SPE peak fitted to a Gaussian
for all PMTs.

After specifying the signal region for the averaged SPE
signal, we obtain a SPE integrated count distribution,
sometimes displayed as a charge distribution. Since some
events will have no photoelectrons (i.e. no charge), we
expect a peak centered around zero, called the pedestal.
We then have a SPE peak that we fit to a Gaussian to
extract a mean SPE value (Fig 7). This parameter is key
for other characterization measurements. The valley is
the range in which the tail end of the pedestal intersects
the tail end of the SPE peak. A discriminator may be
introduced to remove the pedestal, leaving only the SPE
spectrum. Fig. 8 shows logic for the SPE measurement.
Characteristics like the peak-to-valley (P:V) ratio and

resolution can be obtained from the SPE spectrum. The
peak-to-valley ratio is defined as the height of the SPE
peak over the height of the center valley position. The
larger this value, the better SPE events are distinguished.
For the examples in Fig. 7, the peak-to-valley ratios are
⇡ 2.5. Pulse-amplitude resolution is defined as the ratio

Single photo electron
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YAP pulser (YAlO3:Ce 
scintillator + 241Am source) 

attached on each PMT surface

UV LED illuminating 
the front of the camera

used in AIRFLY experiment 
Astropart.Phys. 42 (2013) 
90–102
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Event 54

TAFD reconstruction
2017/09/18   05:02:47.107679839       

(0.62, 1.29)   zen:36.1   azi:155.0, logE=18.70 

FAST 2017/09/18 05:02:47.107700930

✦ Sum up waveforms and convert energy deposit at 
a shower axis given by the TAFD reconstruction.

✦ Simple assumption to calculate energy deposit: 
fluorescence photons.

✦ Very close shower but Xmax is out of FoV.
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Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astrophys.J. 853 (2018) L29
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Pierre Auger Collaboration, Astrophys.J. 853 (2018) L29

Best-fit results



Data analysis and simulation study
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Geometry (given 
by TASD)

Shower Profile (FAST)
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FAST reconstructionFAST hybrid reconstruction

Event 2253: log10(E(eV)): 18.57, Zen: 36.94◦, Azi: 121.14◦,
Core(-7.717, -8.908), S800: 12.29 VEM/m2, Date: 20150511,
Time: 052034.035539

Event 2254: log10(E(eV)): 18.53, Zen: 47.12◦, Azi: 135.49◦,
Core(-4.004, -5.320), S800: 7.37 VEM/m2, Date: 20150511,
Time: 053355.374323

Event 2255: log10(E(eV)): 18.50, Zen: 33.03◦, Azi: 136.36◦,
Core(-4.088, 2.016), S800: 12.17 VEM/m2, Date: 20150511,
Time: 070058.520151

Event 2256: log10(E(eV)): 19.76, Zen: 43.58◦, Azi: 73.75◦,
Core(0.140, -3.986), S800: 118.27 VEM/m2, Date: 20150511,
Time: 084906.017282
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✦ Fluorescence detector array with a 20 
km spacing.

✦ Reconstruct geometry and profile

56 EeV Simulation
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Best fit spectra 

>  Low statistics cannot distinguish  
source- or GZK effect 

>  Fit driven by ankle region 

!  Favours hard spectra.... 

!  …and strong source evolution  

>  Overshoot: below fit range 
!  Minimal escape energy? 

!  Magnetic field diffusion? 

!  Or further constraint on Dip model? 
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Cosmogenic Neutrinos 

>  Ranges: min/max over 
allowed parameter space 

>  Exceeds recent  
IceCube sensitivity 
����(����#  ��#%�'�#"����*&����)����''�������������  

!  Mainly due to high source evol. 

>  Minimal number  
of expected events: 5.4 
!  Background: 1-2 events 

!  Challenged at more than 95% C.L. 

!  … already in stress with TA data 

Dip model excluded for 
reasonable source evolution! 

JH, Boncioli, Bustamante, Winter  
ApJ 825:122 (2016)     
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Figure 8: Measurements of hXmaxi with non-imaging Cherenkov detectors (Tunka [118, 126], Yakutsk [127, 128], CASA-BLANCA [123]) and fluorescence
detectors (HiRes/MIA [129], HiRes [130], Auger [131] and TA [132]) compared to air shower simulations [133] using hadronic interaction models [36–38]. HiRes
and TA data have been corrected for detector e↵ects as indicated by the h�i values (see text). The right panel shows a zoom to the ultra-high energy region.

A characteristic feature of the lateral light distribution at
ground is a prominent shoulder at around 120 m from the
shower core (cf. Fig. 7) which is due to the strongly forward
beamed emission of the Cherenkov light (✓ air

Ch ⇡ 1.4�) from near
the shower maximum in the atmosphere. The slope of the lat-
eral distribution measured within this 120 m is found to depend
on the height of the shower maximum and hence on the mass
of the primary cosmic ray nucleus. The overall Cherenkov in-
tensity at distances beyond the shoulder, on the other hand, is
closely related to the calorimetric energy.

The hXmaxi measurements from BLANCA [123],
Tunka [118, 126] and Yakutsk [125] are shown in Fig. 8.
At low energies (E < 1016 eV) the three measurements disagree
by up to 40 g/cm2, but all three detectors observed small elon-
gation rates above 5 ⇥ 1015 eV, indicating a change towards a
heavier composition. At around 1017 eV the absolute values of
hXmaxi from Tunka and Yakutsk are approaching the simulation
results for heavy primaries and beyond that energy the average
shower maximum increases again towards the air shower
predictions for light primaries. At even higher energies, only
the Yakutsk array measured hXmaxi with Cherenkov detectors
and we will discuss this range in the next section together with
the data from fluorescence telescopes.

3.3. Fluorescence Telescopes

After the first prototyping and detection of fluorescence light
from air showers [138–140], the Fly’s Eye detector [141] and its
successor HiRes [142] established the measurement of the lon-
gitudinal development of air showers using fluorescence tele-
scopes and studied the evolution of the shower maximum with
energy [143, 144]. Currently, two observatories are in operation
that use the fluorescence technique for the determination of the
energy scale and for composition studies: The Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory in the Southern hemisphere [145] and the Telescope
Array (TA) in the Northern hemisphere [84].

The measurement of the longitudinal air shower development
with fluorescence telescopes relies on the fact that the charged
secondaries of an air shower excite the nitrogen molecules in
the atmosphere that in turn emit fluorescence light. Since the
light yields [146] are proportional to the energy deposited in
the atmosphere, this observation allows to reconstruct the lon-
gitudinal development of the air shower as a function of slant
depth.

A typical example of a reconstructed energy deposit profile
of an ultra-high energy air shower is shown in Fig. 9. For this
particular shower, the full profile was observed and the total
calorimetric energy could be obtained by simply adding up the
data points. In general, however, only part of the profile can be
detected, because the shower either reaches ground or its ris-
ing edge is obscured by the upper field of view boundary of
telescope. Therefore, the profile is usually fitted with an appro-
priate trial function [147] that allows the extrapolation of the
shower outside of the field of view and to below ground level.
Popular choices for fitting longitudinal profiles are the Gaisser-
Hillas function [111] (used e.g. by Auger [148]) or a Gaussian
in shower age [149] as it was used for the final HiRes analy-
ses. The calorimetric energy of the shower is then given by the
integral of the fitted energy deposit profile.

In addition to the calorimetric energy, the measurement of
the longitudinal energy deposit profile provides a direct ob-
servation of the shower maximum. As can be seen in Fig. 9,
where simulated longitudinal shower profiles are superimposed
on the measured profile, even on a shower-by-shower basis a
rough distinction between heavy and light primaries is possi-
ble by comparing the position of Xmax. In principle, the full
distribution of shower maxima for showers with similar energy
contains the maximum information about composition that can
be obtained from fluorescence detectors. Given enough statis-
tics and an exact knowledge of the expected distributions for
di↵erent primaries, it should be possible to extract composition
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Figure 3: Air shower simulation of the number of muons vs. electrons at ground level for a vertical shower observed at 800 g/cm2. Contour lines illustrate the
regions which include 90 % of the showers and the inset shows a detailed view at 1020 eV.

for A 2 [1, 56]. To illustrate the discriminative power of the
�(Xmax)-hXmaxi combination, three models for energy evolu-
tion of the extragalactic cosmic ray composition [8, 11, 23] are
shown as well.

2.2. Particles at Ground

Another way of detecting cosmic rays and to estimate their
mass is given by the measurement of particle densities of air
showers at ground. In the calorimeter analogy of the previ-
ous section, this would correspond to a calorimeter with only
one active readout plane and correspondingly this measurement
technique is more susceptible to shower-to-shower fluctuations.
Nevertheless, ground measurements are still frequently used in
cosmic ray detectors because of their geometric acceptance and
high duty cycle.

An estimate of the qualitative dependencies of the number
of muons and electrons on primary mass and characteristics of
hadronic interactions can again be obtained within the Heitler
model. Given the average multiplicity N of each interaction,
the energy of charged and neutral pions in a shower initiated by
a primary proton of energy E is E⇡ = E/Nn after the nth in-
teraction if one (somewhat unrealistically) assumes an energy
independent multiplicity. This energy splitting continues un-
til the charged pion energy reaches the decay energy at which
the hadronic interaction length �int becomes equal to the decay
length �dec = ⇢ � c⌧, where ⇢ is the height-dependent density of
air, � denotes the Lorentz-boost and ⌧ is the pion lifetime. For a
shower with incident angle ✓ in an isothermal atmosphere with
scale height h0, the density at slant depth X is

⇢(h) =
X

h0
cos ✓ =

n�int

h0
cos ✓. (15)

Therefore, the condition �int = �dec leads to a decay energy that
is independent of the interaction length. It is reached after nd

interactions for which

nd N

�nd =
h0

c⌧

m⇡ c

2

E

1
cos ✓

(16)

and therefore

nd = �
W�1

⇣
� h0

c⌧
m⇡ c

2

E

ln N

cos ✓

⌘

ln N

, (17)

where W�1 denotes the lower branch of the Lambert-W function
(see e.g. [53]). The decay energy is then given by

"⇡d =
E

N

nd
(18)

for which we find numerical values of a few tens of GeV and a
slow decrease with primary energy in agreement with the esti-
mates of [43]. The total number of muons produced in a shower
is equal to the number of pions with E⇡ = "⇡d and therefore

N

p

µ ⇡
 

E

"⇡d

!�
(19)

with

� =
ln 2

3 N

ln N

, (20)

where the factor 2
3 gives the approximate fraction of charged

pion secondaries. Air shower simulations predict � to be in the
range of 0.88 to 0.92 [42], corresponding to e↵ective multiplic-
ities from 30 to 200 in Eq. (20). It is interesting to note, that
because the interaction length drops out in the calculation of n

d

(cf. Eq. (16)), the number of muons at ground are expected to
be independent of �int.

The number of electrons at shower maximum, i.e. at the point
at which the electron energies become too low to produce new
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Figure 1: Air shower simulation of the shower maximum vs. calorimetric energy. Contour lines illustrate the regions which include 90 % of the showers and the
inset shows a detailed view at 1020 eV.

where X0 ⇡ 36.62 g/cm2 is the radiation length in air and
"em

c ⇡ 84 MeV is the critical energy in air at which ionization
and bremsstrahlung energy losses are equal. If the total multi-
plicity of hadrons produced in the main interaction is N and the
average hadron energy is E/N, then the shower maximum of a
primary proton is

hXp

maxi ⇡ �p

+ X0 ln
 

E

2N"em
c

!
(3)

where both the hadronic interaction length and particle pro-
duction multiplicity are energy dependent. The factor 2 takes
into account that neutral pions decay into two photons. Fur-
thermore, the shower maximum is expected to be influenced
by the elasticity of the first interaction, ela = Elead/E, where
Elead is the energy of the highest energy secondary produced
in the interaction. For interactions with ela > 0.5 most of the
primary energy will be transferred deeper into the atmosphere
and correspondingly the shower maximum will be deeper. We
are not aware of a consistent treatment of the elasticity within
a Heitler model for the longitudinal development, however us-
ing air shower simulations, the dependence on the elasticity fits
well to

hXp

maxi ⇡ �p

+ X0 ln
 
elaE

2N"em
c

!
. (4)

The elongation rate [46–48] is a measure of the change of
the shower maximum per logarithm of energy,

D =
dhXmaxi
d ln E

. (5)

For protons and constant elasticity Eq. (4) gives

Dp =
dhXp

maxi
d ln E

⇡ X0 (1 � B

N

� B�) (6)

where the changes in multiplicity and interaction length are
given by

B

N

=
d ln N

d ln E

and B� = �
�

p

X0

d ln �
p

d ln E

. (7)

Since hadronic interaction models predict an approximately
logarithmic decrease of �

p

with energy and N _ E

�, D

p

is
approximately constant and therefore

hXp

maxi ⇡ c + D

p

ln E, (8)

with parameters c and Dp being dependent on the charac-
teristics of hadronic interactions. Using the aforementioned
(semi-)superposition assumption, one obtains

hXA

maxi = hXp

max(E0 = E/A)i = c + D

p

ln(E/A) (9)

and at a given energy the average shower maximum for a mixed
composition with fractions f

i

of nuclei of mass A

i

is

hXmaxi ⇡
X

i

f

i

hXA

i

maxi = hXp

maxi � D

p

hln Ai. (10)

This equation explicitly demonstrates the relation of hXmaxi to
the average logarithmic mass of the cosmic ray composition,
hln Ai = P

i

f

i

ln A.
The numerical value of D

p

from air shower simulations is
about 25 g/cm2 (or about 60 g/cm2 for the change in hXmaxi per
decade, D

p

10 = ln(10) D

p

) and therefore proton and iron induced
air showers are expected to di↵er by around D

p

(ln 56 � ln 1) ⇡
100 g/cm2. Moreover, if the hadronic cross sections and mul-
tiplicities rise with energy (and if there are no sudden changes
in the elasticity as for instance suggested in [49]), then Eq. (7)
leads to Linsley’s elongation rate theorem which states that the
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Figure 13: Average logarithmic mass of cosmic ray as a function of energy derived from Xmax measurements with optical detectors for di↵erent hadronic interaction
models. Lines are estimates on the experimental systematics, i.e. upper and lower boundaries of the data presented.

that used this superseded model. Obviously, the systematic dif-
ferences in hXmaxi discussed in the last section propagate di-
rectly to hln Ai. To guide the eye and to be able to compare
the results from optical detectors with those of particle detec-
tors (see below), the upper and lower hln Ai ranges are sketched
in Fig. 13 by solid lines. As can be seen, the experimen-
tal systematics in hXmaxi translates to an uncertainty of about
�(hln Ai) ⇡ ±0.5. The composition trends that were already
visible in Fig. 8 can again be observed in hln Ai: All model
interpretations suggest a gradual increase of the average loga-
rithmic mass of cosmic rays between 1015 eV and 1017 eV fol-
lowed by a transition towards a lighter composition during the
next decade. The heaviest composition with hln Ai ⇡ 3.5 fol-
lows from the Tunka data interpreted with QGSJetII at around
1017 eV. The hln Ai values of HiRes and TA are compatible with
a pure proton composition when using one of the two QGSJet-
flavors. A trend towards a heavier composition would follow
from Auger data for all models and also for HiRes and TA if
interpreted using Sibyll or Epos. It is interesting to note that
the next version of QGSJetII [158] for which some model pa-
rameters were re-tuned to new data from the LHC will have a
similar hXmaxi as Sibyll and thus the combination of any of the

hXmaxi data with one of the contemporary versions of the three
available interaction models will result in a hln Ai significantly
di↵erent from zero at ultra-high energies.

Particle detectors usually do not publish air shower observ-
ables but directly the interpretation in terms of elementary frac-
tions, and in that case only the di↵erences between models with
which the data were analyzed can be used for a limited estimate
of the theoretical uncertainties. Results that were obtained with
out-dated interaction models like e.g. the AGASA measure-
ments [159] will be ignored in the following. Since usually only
fractions of elemental groups are quoted it is not obvious which
value of ln A

i

to assign in Eq. (29). To translate the data from
Tibet AS� [89] into hln Ai, we assume equal fluxes of protons
and helium and assign to ‘heavy’ fragments A = 32. However,
we note that the chosen procedure of comparing fluxes from
di↵erent measurement campaigns with di↵erent event selection
and energy calibration may introduce additional systematic un-
certainties particularly in view of the steep power-law spectra
involved, which we can not account for here. For KASCADE-
Grande [92], where the intermediate mass group is composed
of He, C, and Si, we again assume equal fluxes and take the
logarithmic mean of A ' 12. For data that were analyzed in
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The values obtained with Δs follow the same trend as the results 
measured with the FD. But they are clearly shifted
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Abstract: The hybrid events of the Pierre Auger Observatory are used to test the leading, LHC-tuned, hadronic
interaction models. For each of 411 well-reconstructed hybrid events collected at the Auger Observatory with
energy 1018.8 � 1019.2 eV, simulated events with a matching longitudinal profile have been produced using
QGSJET-II-04 and EPOS-LHC, for proton, He, N, and Fe primaries. The ground signals of simulated events
have a factor 1.3-1.6 deficit of hadronically-produced muons relative to observed showers, depending on which
high energy event generator is used, and whether the composition mix is chosen to reproduce the observed Xmax
distribution or a pure proton composition is assumed. The analysis allows for a possible overall rescaling of the
energy, which is found to lie within the systematic uncertainties.
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1 Introduction
The ground-level muonic component of ultra-high energy
(UHE) air showers is sensitive to hadronic particle interac-
tions at all stages in the air shower cascade, and to many
properties of hadronic interactions such as the multiplicity,
elasticity, fraction of secondary pions which are neutral, and
the baryon-to-pion ratio [1]. Air shower simulations rely
upon hadronic event generators (HEGs), such as QGSJET-
II [2], EPOS [3], and SIBYLL [4]. The HEGs are tuned on
accelerator experiments, but when applied to air showers
they must be extrapolated to energies inaccessible to accel-
erators and to phase-space regions not well-covered by ex-
isting accelerator experiments. These extrapolations result
in a large spread in the predictions of the various HEGs for
the muon production in air showers [5].

The hybrid nature of the Pierre Auger Observatory, com-
bining both fluorescence telescopes (FD) [6] and surface de-
tector array (SD) [7], provides an ideal experimental setup
for testing and constraining models of high-energy hadronic
interactions. Thousands of air showers have been collected
which have a reconstructed energy estimator in both the
SD and FD. The measurement of the longitudinal profile
(LP) constrains the shower development and thus the signal
predicted for the SD, at the individual event level.

2 Production of Simulated Events
In the present study, we compare the observed ground signal
of individual hybrid events to the ground signal of simulated
showers with matching LPs.

The data we use for this study are the 411 hybrid events
with 1018.8 < E < 1019.2 eV recorded between 1 January
2004 and 31 December 2012 and satisfying the event quality
selection cuts in [8, 9]. This energy range is sufficient
to have adequate statistics while being small enough that
the primary cosmic ray mass composition does not evolve
significantly. For each event in this data set we generate
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events with a matching LP, as
follows:
• Generate a set of showers with the same geometry and
energy, until 12 of them have an Xmax value within one
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Figure 1: Top: The measured longitudinal profile of a
typical air shower with two of its matching simulated
air showers, for a proton and an iron primary, simulated
using QGSJET-II-04. Bottom: The observed and simulated
ground signals for the same event.

sigma of the real event.
• Among those 12 generated showers select, based on the
c

2-fit, the 3 which best reproduce the observed longitudinal
profile (LP).
• For each of those 3 showers do a full detector simulation
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1 Introduction
The ground-level muonic component of ultra-high energy
(UHE) air showers is sensitive to hadronic particle interac-
tions at all stages in the air shower cascade, and to many
properties of hadronic interactions such as the multiplicity,
elasticity, fraction of secondary pions which are neutral, and
the baryon-to-pion ratio [1]. Air shower simulations rely
upon hadronic event generators (HEGs), such as QGSJET-
II [2], EPOS [3], and SIBYLL [4]. The HEGs are tuned on
accelerator experiments, but when applied to air showers
they must be extrapolated to energies inaccessible to accel-
erators and to phase-space regions not well-covered by ex-
isting accelerator experiments. These extrapolations result
in a large spread in the predictions of the various HEGs for
the muon production in air showers [5].

The hybrid nature of the Pierre Auger Observatory, com-
bining both fluorescence telescopes (FD) [6] and surface de-
tector array (SD) [7], provides an ideal experimental setup
for testing and constraining models of high-energy hadronic
interactions. Thousands of air showers have been collected
which have a reconstructed energy estimator in both the
SD and FD. The measurement of the longitudinal profile
(LP) constrains the shower development and thus the signal
predicted for the SD, at the individual event level.

2 Production of Simulated Events
In the present study, we compare the observed ground signal
of individual hybrid events to the ground signal of simulated
showers with matching LPs.

The data we use for this study are the 411 hybrid events
with 1018.8 < E < 1019.2 eV recorded between 1 January
2004 and 31 December 2012 and satisfying the event quality
selection cuts in [8, 9]. This energy range is sufficient
to have adequate statistics while being small enough that
the primary cosmic ray mass composition does not evolve
significantly. For each event in this data set we generate
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events with a matching LP, as
follows:
• Generate a set of showers with the same geometry and
energy, until 12 of them have an Xmax value within one
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Figure 1: Top: The measured longitudinal profile of a
typical air shower with two of its matching simulated
air showers, for a proton and an iron primary, simulated
using QGSJET-II-04. Bottom: The observed and simulated
ground signals for the same event.

sigma of the real event.
• Among those 12 generated showers select, based on the
c

2-fit, the 3 which best reproduce the observed longitudinal
profile (LP).
• For each of those 3 showers do a full detector simulation
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  Targeted photon search: galactic center
•  Interpretation of H.E.S.S. PeVatron results for the galactic center region 

•  Constrain the naive extrapolation to EeV energies 
•  Upper limit on the cutoff energy of 2 EeV 

[The Pierre Auger Collaboration, ApJ 837 (2017) L25] 
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Figure 1: VHE �-ray image of the Galactic Centre region. The colour scale indicates counts per 0.02�⇥0.02� pixel.
Left panel: The black lines outline the regions used to calculate the CR energy density throughout the central molecular
zone. A section of 66� is excluded from the annuli (see Methods). White contour lines indicate the density distribution
of molecular gas, as traced by its CS line emission30. The inset shows the simulation of a point-like source. Right

panel: Zoomed view of the inner ⇠ 70 pc and the contour of the region used to extract the spectrum of the diffuse
emission.
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Figure 3.16: Reconstructed mean depth of shower maximum Xmax and its fluctuations for the two
scenarios: (1) maximum-rigidity model; (2) photo-disintegration model. The RMS(Xmax) contains
the intrinsic air-shower fluctuations and the detector resolution. The same quantities as expected
for pure p and pure Fe compositions are illustrated. The difference in the evolution of the mass
compositions of the two models in the energy range of the flux suppression can be distinguished
with high significance.
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Figure 3.17: Reconstructed mean relative muon number Rµ for an equivalent shower at 38� zenith
angle. The expectations for pure p and pure Fe compositions are shown together with the two sce-
narios: (1) maximum-rigidity model; (2) photo-disintegration model. In the energy range of the flux
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and the RMS(Xmax) are depicted in Fig. 3.16. The RMS contains the intrinsic air-shower
fluctuations and the reconstruction resolution. The number of muons, Rµ, relative to that
expected for an equal mix of p-He-CNO-Fe as primary particles, is shown in Fig. 3.17. The
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Muon deficit UHECRs ↔ Hadronic Interactions: MUON DEFICIT
Simulations that match FD profile have too low SD signal compared to data

Discrepancy grows with zenith angle (so does muon component) 

FD: longitudinal profile
SD simulated signal
typically too low

Rescale muon content in simulations 
to best-match observed showersS(1000) observed/ S(1000) predicted

Farrar  ICRC 2013 57



First detection of UHECR by fluorescence technique

In 1969, first observation by TOKYO-1 (Tanahashi) 

Fresnel lens + 55 PMTs

58

In 1958, Suga and Oda suggested Fluorescence technique at Norikura Symposium.

TOKYO-1



AGASA/HiRes results (2003)
59

R. Abbasi et al., 
PRL 100, 101101 
(2008)

the atmosphere. This correction includes primarily the
energy of neutrinos and muons that strike the Earth. The
correction is calculated using shower simulations in
CORSIKA [22] with hadronic interaction simulated by
QGSJET [23]. The correction is !10%. Simulations using
SIBYLL [24] find a correction within 2% [13] of that found
via QGSJET.

The measurement of the cosmic-ray flux requires a
reliable determination of the detector aperture. The aper-
ture of the HiRes detectors has been calculated using a
full Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The MC calcula-
tion includes simulation of shower development (using
CORSIKA), fluorescence and Čerenkov light production,
transmission of light through the atmosphere to the detec-
tor, collection of light by the mirrors, and the response of
the PMTs, electronics, and trigger systems. Simulated
events are recorded in the same format as real data and
processed in an identical fashion. To minimize biases from
resolution effects, MC event sets are generated using the
published measurements of the energy spectrum [25] and
composition [26–28].

To ensure the reliability of the aperture calculation, the
MC simulation is validated by comparing key distributions
from the analysis of MC events to those from the actual
data. Several of these comparisons were shown in
Ref. [29]. Two comparisons are especially noteworthy.
The data-MC comparison of the distances to showers
shows that the simulation accurately models the coverage
of the detector. The comparison of event brightness shows
that the simulations of the optical characteristics of the
detector, and of the trigger and atmospheric conditions,
accurately reproduce the data collection environment. The
excellent agreement between the observed and simulated
distributions shown in these cases is typical of MC-data
comparisons of other kinematic and physical quantities,
and this agreement demonstrates that we have a reliable
MC simulation program and aperture calculation. Figure 2
shows the result of the aperture calculation for both HiRes-
I and HiRes-II in monocular mode.

Figure 3 shows the monocular energy spectra from the
two HiRes detectors [30]. The data included in the figure
were collected by HiRes-I from May 1997 to June 2005,
and by HiRes-II from December 1999 to August 2004.
Figure 3 shows the flux multiplied by E3, which does not
change the statistical interpretation of the results but high-
lights features more clearly. Two prominent features seen
in the figure are a softening of the spectrum at the expected
energy of the GZK threshold of 1019:8 eV, and the dip at
1018:6 eV, commonly known as the ‘‘ankle.’’ Theoretical
fits to the spectrum [31] show that the ankle is likely caused
by e"e# pair production in the same interactions between
CMB photons and cosmic-ray protons where pion produc-
tion produces the GZK cutoff. The observation of both
features is consistent with the published HiRes results of a
predominantly light composition above 1018 eV [28].

At lower energies, the cosmic-ray spectrum is well fit by
a piecewise power law model. A similar fit also gives an
excellent representation of the spectrum in Fig. 3. The three
straight line segments shown represent the result of a fit of
the measured flux to a triple-power law. The fit contains six
free parameters: one normalization, the energies of two
floating break points, and three power law indices.

We performed a binned maximum likelihood fit [see
Eq. (32.12) of [32]] to the data from the two detectors.
The fits include two empty bins for each monocular data
set. We found the two breaks at logE (E in eV) of 19:75$
0:04 and 18:65$ 0:05, corresponding to the GZK cutoff
and the ankle, respectively. When the data sets were made
statistically independent by removing events seen by both
detectors from the HiRes-I data set, we obtained a !2 of
35.1 in this fit for 35 degrees of freedom (DOF). In contrast,
a fit to a model with only one break point, while able to
locate the ankle (at the same energy), yielded a !2=DOF %
63:0=37 [33].
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tion of the Xmax width. The uncorrected rms and sample
standard deviations are biased estimators of the width [30]
and tend to be subject to large fluctuations in distributions
with broad tails.

In order to focus attention on the center of the Xmax

distribution and reduce sensitivity to fluctuations in the
tails, the width is quantified as the width !X of a unbinned
likelihood fit to a Gaussian of a distribution truncated at
2! rms. The results of this analysis applied to both the
HiRes data and to QGSJET-II proton and iron Monte Carlo
calculations are shown in Fig. 4. The HiRes Xmax width
data are consistent with the predictions of QGSJET-II pro-
tons. The width of the Xmax distribution of protons within
the QGSJET01 model tends to be about 5 g=cm2 broader
than that of QGSJET-II, while SIBYLL protons are 2–3 g=cm2

narrower than those of QGSJET-II. Both of these shifts are
small compared with statistical uncertainties, particularly
at the highest energies.

In summary, the HiRes data are consistent with a
constant elongation rate of 47:9" 6:0ðstatÞ "
3:2ðsystÞ g=cm2=decade above 1.6 EeV, and thus with an

unchanging composition across the ankle. This places
strong constraints on models in which the ankle is the
result of a transition from heavy galactic to light extraga-
lactic cosmic rays.
Of the hadronic interaction models tested, the best

agreement is with the QGSJET-II pure proton model.
Within current uncertainties, the data are completely con-
sistent with this model, and close to QGSJET01 pure protons.
Comparison with SIBYLL suggests a mixture dominated by
light elements. The observed constant elongation rate
would imply that this mixture is unchanging, or at most
steadily changing over nearly 2 orders of magnitude span-
ning the energy spectrum ankle.
The present analysis, taken together with the HiRes

spectral results [1,3] on the shape and location of the
high-energy cutoff and ankle, suggests the simple picture
in which cosmic rays above 1 EeV are protons of extra-
galactic origin, and the end of the energy spectrum is
shaped by interactions with the cosmic microwave
background.
This work is supported by US NSF Grants Nos. PHY-
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sition of the highest energy cosmic rays.
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tion of the Xmax width. The uncorrected rms and sample
standard deviations are biased estimators of the width [30]
and tend to be subject to large fluctuations in distributions
with broad tails.

In order to focus attention on the center of the Xmax

distribution and reduce sensitivity to fluctuations in the
tails, the width is quantified as the width !X of a unbinned
likelihood fit to a Gaussian of a distribution truncated at
2! rms. The results of this analysis applied to both the
HiRes data and to QGSJET-II proton and iron Monte Carlo
calculations are shown in Fig. 4. The HiRes Xmax width
data are consistent with the predictions of QGSJET-II pro-
tons. The width of the Xmax distribution of protons within
the QGSJET01 model tends to be about 5 g=cm2 broader
than that of QGSJET-II, while SIBYLL protons are 2–3 g=cm2

narrower than those of QGSJET-II. Both of these shifts are
small compared with statistical uncertainties, particularly
at the highest energies.

In summary, the HiRes data are consistent with a
constant elongation rate of 47:9" 6:0ðstatÞ "
3:2ðsystÞ g=cm2=decade above 1.6 EeV, and thus with an

unchanging composition across the ankle. This places
strong constraints on models in which the ankle is the
result of a transition from heavy galactic to light extraga-
lactic cosmic rays.
Of the hadronic interaction models tested, the best

agreement is with the QGSJET-II pure proton model.
Within current uncertainties, the data are completely con-
sistent with this model, and close to QGSJET01 pure protons.
Comparison with SIBYLL suggests a mixture dominated by
light elements. The observed constant elongation rate
would imply that this mixture is unchanging, or at most
steadily changing over nearly 2 orders of magnitude span-
ning the energy spectrum ankle.
The present analysis, taken together with the HiRes

spectral results [1,3] on the shape and location of the
high-energy cutoff and ankle, suggests the simple picture
in which cosmic rays above 1 EeV are protons of extra-
galactic origin, and the end of the energy spectrum is
shaped by interactions with the cosmic microwave
background.
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QGSJET01, QGSJET-II, and SIBYLL protons and iron after full
detector simulation. The number of events in each energy bin
is displayed below the data point.

FIG. 4. Results of fitting HiRes stereo data Xmax distribution to
Gaussian truncated at 2! rms (black points). Superimposed are
expectations based on QGSJET-III proton (squares) and iron
(triangles) Monte Carlo calculations. Monte Carlo points are
shown with small offsets in energy to provide separation.
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Figure 32. Arrival directions of cosmic rays with energy ≥ 4 x 1019 eV observed by AGASA, Haverah
Park, Yakutsk, and Volcano Ranch. The size of the oval boundary represents the angular resolution. A
dot within the oval indicates that the cosmic ray had an energy ≥ 1020eV. The small ovals come from
AGASA or Volcano Ranch. The larger ovals come from Yakutsk or Haverah Park.

J.W. Cronin / Nuclear Physics B (Proc. Suppl.) 138 (2005) 465–491 485
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✦ GZK cutoff?
✦ Proton dominated?
✦ Possible UHECR-driven multi-messenger.

E > 40 EeV
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Astrophysical UHE Neutrinos
Plot by Ke Fang from GRAND: Science and Design

▸ Diduse Gux of astrophysical UHE R 

   may exceed the cosmogenic Gux

▸ First UHE R seen may be astrophysical

▸ A few possibilities:

   ▸ Galaxy clusters with central sources
         Murase, Inoue, Nagataki, ApJ 2008
         Fang & Murase, Nat. Phys. 2017

   ▸ Fast-spinning newborn pulsars
         Fang, Kotera, Murase, Olinto, PRD 2014

   ▸ Active galactic nuclei
         Murase, Neutrino astronomy, 1511.01590

   ▸ GRB afterglows
         Murase, PRD 2007

M. Bustamante, ISVHECRI 2018


